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Abstract 

Computational chemistry is a flexible tool that can quantitatively describe the 

reactivity of a wide variety of systems, ranging from simple organic molecules to 

complex heterogenous surfaces.  In this thesis, quantum chemical methods are employed 

in both a diagnostic and predictive capacity to gain insight into the reactions of a number 

of environmentally relevant chemical systems.  Chapter 2 outlines the use of multiple 

theoretical models for the characterization of the dominant conformers of nerve agents 

found in aqueous solution and for the understanding of their subsequent inactivation via 

triethylamine-catalyzed hydrolysis.  This computational analysis informed the 

development of a procedure used to assess the ability of several organic complexes to 

more efficiently catalyze the decomposition of toxic organophosphates into non-toxic 

products.  Chapter 3 describes the use of Density Functional Theory (DFT) to reveal a 

complete mechanistic pathway for the oxidation of water by a homogenous copper-

bicarbonate catalyst.  The proposed mechanistic steps were evaluated by the calculation 

of redox potentials, pKa values and free energy barriers, which were validated by 

comparison to experiment.  Chapter 4 presents the use of plane-wave periodic DFT to 

evaluate the details of nitrogen-rich aromatic groups binding to both an aluminum metal 

surface and two environmentally relevant alumina surfaces.  The role that nitrogen 

substitution on the aromatic ring plays in adsorption on these surfaces was assessed 

through the analysis of both optimal geometries and computed binding energies. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Overview 

Chemists continue to focus on ameliorating the detrimental impacts that the 

chemical industry can sometimes place on the environment.  Thus, much current research 

has included a focus on reducing the environmental footprint of a wide range of chemical 

processes through such activities as improving the disposal and remediation of dangerous 

chemicals, increasing the production of “green” fuels and evaluating the environmental 

fate of proposed new chemical compounds.  Complicating these undertakings, there are 

often limitations imposed on their experimental realization, including the difficulty of 

working with dangerous substances or in characterizing chemical reactions that take 

place under extreme conditions.  In an effort to supplement these gaps in chemical 

understanding, this work focuses on the use of computational chemistry to provide 

insights into the behavior of a number of poorly understood but environmentally 

important chemical systems. 

 

1.2. Computational Methods 

Computational chemistry contains a wide range of theoretical techniques that are 

each individually suited to providing certain types of chemical information.1  The work in 

this thesis focuses on the use of quantum mechanical methods to provide detailed 

mechanistic information about chemical reaction pathways through the identification of 

key stationary points on the Potential Energy Surface (PES), which correspond to local 
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minima and transition state structures.  By analyzing the electronic gradients at each of 

these points, it is possible to evaluate relative Gibb’s free energies, which allows for easy 

comparison to the experimentally observable equilibrium constants and reaction rates.  

 

1.2.1. Molecular Orbital Theory 

A straightforward quantum mechanical computational protocol involves the 

optimization of the molecular wavefunction, which, for a closed-shell singlet electronic 

state, for example, is treated as a Slater determinant of the doubly-occupied molecular 

orbitals.  The simplest of these methods is Hartree-Fock (HF) theory, which treats the 

electron-electron interactions using a mean-field and neglects all electron correlation, 

resulting in inaccurate results for many chemical systems.2-6   However, this formalism 

allows for the inclusion of electron correlation through the use of perturbative methods 

and provides for a systematic approach to the improvement of the electronic energies 

through the use of complete basis set methods.7-10  Unfortunately, these accurate 

methodologies are accompanied with a significant computational cost and as such are 

used in this thesis solely to provide a benchmark for the accuracy of the other 

computational methods. 

 

1.2.2. Density Functional Theory 

Density functional theory (DFT) provides an alternative model in which instead of 

using the molecular orbitals, the electron density of the system is optimized and used to 

calculate chemical properties, such as Gibb’s free energies.11,12  This formalism has the 
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benefit of including in the functional itself a term that directly accounts for electron 

correlation in a manner that allows for greater computational efficiency than is currently 

available for molecular orbital based methods, since the correlation term is part of the 

self-consistent-field procedure itself.  This combination of accuracy and computational 

efficiency helped inform the choice to use DFT methods for the majority of the 

calculations performed in this work. 

However, the exact functional form of those terms describing electron correlation 

and exchange with respect to the electron density of the system remains unknown.  As a 

consequence there is a wide range of density functionals available with each designed 

under a different set of approximations, the most common of which are the generalized 

gradient approximation (GGA) and meta-GGA functionals which introduce a dependence 

upon the first and second derivatives of the electron density into the exchange-correlation 

functional.13-20  In addition, the electron exchange term from HF theory can be included 

into DFT to produce a “hybrid” functional that possesses reduced self-interaction errors, 

though these methods suffer a penalty in computational efficiency due to the need to 

calculate four-index electron repulsion integrals and experience suggests that they can 

moreover lead to inaccurate results for transition-metal containing systems.21-25  A final 

class of density functional methods endeavors to improve the description of electron 

exchange and correlation present in long range interactions through the use of a flexible 

exchange functional that possesses a dependence on electronic distances or through the 

addition of empirical terms that depend upon internuclear distances and are designed to 

account for non-bonded attractive interactions.26-31  With such a wide range of 
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approximations available for DFT, comparison to experimental results or high level ab 

initio calculations is important for establishing that a chemical system is well described 

by a given density functional. 

 

1.2.2.1. Orbital Based Formulism 

For molecular systems, it is often useful to construct the electron density of the 

system from a set of atom-centered basis functions.  In chapters 2 and 3, sets of gaussian-

type basis functions were used to construct the electron density of the system, with close 

attention paid to the size of the basis set, in order to balance accuracy and computational 

cost.34  To further improve the computational efficiency for these systems, a pseudo-

potential was used to describe the core electrons of the metal atoms, which can provide 

an accurate description of these large atomic centers—including potential relativistic 

effects—at a reduced cost.35,36   These atom-centered basis sets allow for a chemically 

intuitive description of molecular systems in addition to enabling the easy generation of 

Kohn-Sham orbitals, which are used for hybrid DFT and serve as useful proxies for the 

real molecular orbitals.  

 

1.2.2.2. Plane-Wave Formalism 

However, for large bulk systems with periodic boundary conditions, the 

computational cost of using atom-centered basis sets can quickly become prohibitive.  A 

more natural choice is to construct the electron density from a basis set composed of 

plane waves, with an energy cut-off employed to help determine the size of the basis 
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set.37,38  The computational cost can be further lowered by describing the atomic core 

electrons through the use of pseudo-potentials designed for plane-wave based 

calculations.39,40  Unfortunately, this formalism can only be applied to periodic systems, 

but a vacuum space can be introduced into the unit cell to prevent artefactual interactions 

of the system with its periodic images, allowing for the accurate treatment of 

heterogeneous surfaces such as those examined in chapter 4. 

 

1.2.3. Solvation Models 

As reaction energies and structures can be sensitive to the choice of solvent, special 

attention needs to be paid to solvation effects.  In chapter 4, we assume all reactions take 

place in the gas phase in an effort to describe the most general case of reactivity.  In 

contrast, chapters 2 and 3 examine reaction pathways that occur in aqueous conditions, 

which were accounted for through the use of an implicit solvent model.  This method 

allows for the treatment of interactions with a bulk solvent through the formation of a 

cavity in a dielectric continuum into which the solute is placed without the need to 

explicitly model the solvation shell.41,42  In this work, the SMD implicit solvent model 

was employed to describe the aqueous media.43  

 

1.3. General Organization 

The work in this thesis focuses on the use of computational methods to elucidate the 

thermodynamic properties of three different chemical processes with important 

environmental relevance.  Chapter 2 describes a computational evaluation of the behavior 
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of both the nerve agent VX and the simulant molecule DMMP in aqueous solution.  

Special attention was paid to describing the inactivation of DMMP through the use of 

base catalyzed hydrolysis and a computational protocol was developed to assess catalytic 

activity through the calculation of the free energy barrier associated with the rate limiting 

step.  The free energy of these catalytic barriers was then used to predict the activity of 

two new classes of organic catalysts, including the effects of several different R-groups, 

without the need to either synthesize the organic systems or work with toxic 

organophosphates. 

In chapter 3 the catalytic pathway of a copper-based water oxidation catalyst using 

environmentally friendly bicarbonate ligands was examined.44  The labile nature of the 

ligands, in addition to the high external potential applied to this system, prevented a 

conclusive experimental description of the structural identity of the catalyst.  This work 

used DFT to propose a complete catalytic cycle for this homogenous mononuclear 

catalyst through the calculation of a free energy surface consistent with the existing 

experimental information.  Special attention was paid to the sensitivity of the system to 

pH, which results in the availability of multiple reaction pathways, and to the redox non-

innocent nature of the ligands, which allows for the formation of a novel peroxycarbonate 

containing intermediate. 

Chapter 4 outlines a computational survey of the ability of ten nitrogen-rich aromatic 

molecules to bind both to an aluminum metal surface and to the two most common 

terminations of the environmentally prevalent α-alumina surface.  This work describes 

the most stable binding modes of these nitrogen-rich adsorbates to each of the aluminum 
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containing surfaces.  Special attention was paid to the impact that nitrogen substitution on 

the aromatic ring and the identity of the aluminum containing surface have upon both the 

nature of the surface coordination and the electronic binding energies in an effort to 

identify the adsorbate-surface interactions that result in strong adsorption. 
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Chapter 2.  Modeling Phosphonate Nerve Agent Interactions with Organocatalysts 

 

2.1. Introduction 

The global desire to reduce the use of chemical warfare agents has many nations 

looking for improved methods to reduce current weapons stockpiles.  Remediation of 

nerve agent stockpiles poses a particular challenge due to the enormous toxicity of these 

compounds.45-47  Current large-scale remediation strategies generally rely on incineration 

of nerve agents or chemical degradation via hydrolysis using sodium hydroxide as a 

base.48-50  Base hydrolysis proceeds by nucleophilic hydroxide attack on the phosphorus 

center concomitant with or followed by the elimination of an original ligand, where the 

latter may be a halide, an alkoxide, or a thiolate.50-53  Hydroxide-based hydrolysis proves 

critically insufficient in the case of VX nerve agent, since while hydrolysis generates a 

non-toxic product, EMPA, in 87% yield, it also produces a toxic product, EA2192, with a 

13% yield (Figure 2.1), and EA2192 is persistent under typical reaction conditions.54-57   

 

 

Figure 2.1.  Hydrolysis of VX nerve agent yielding both non-toxic (EMPA) and toxic 

(EA2192) products. 
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Given the inadequacy of simple basic aqueous hydrolysis, there has been substantial 

research activity devoted to indentifying alternative procedures for the large-scale 

destruction of VX that results in exclusively non-toxic products under practical 

conditions.  A variety of inorganic catalysts,58-61 oxidation agents,53,62-64 heterogenous 

catalysts,65-70 and biological approaches71-75 have been examined.  We have focused on 

investigating the utility of various organic catalysts for the selective hydrolysis of VX 

nerve agent.  The catalyst structures were chosen based on consultation with TDA 

Research Inc., which pursues experimental work in this area.  Catalysts presented in this 

report were identified as potential candidates by TDA and we undertook the task of 

theoretical characterization of their catalytic activity. 

We focused our efforts on two classes of organic catalysts, built on either thiourea or 

benzimidazole backbones (Figure 2.2).  These compounds have been found to exhibit 

enzyme like multisite catalytic activity by activating crucial oxo-groups through 

hydrogen bonding using the two backbone NH substituents, with a single remaining 

amine group possessing the ability to act as a catalytic base or nucleophile.76-78  Further 

tuning of the reactivity can be accomplished through adjustment of the R-groups on the 

exocyclic amine. 

 

Figure 2.2.  Thiourea- (left) and benzimidazole-based (right) potential catalyst families. 
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In order to assess the possible catalytic activity of these compounds, computational 

methods were employed to evaluate the free energies of activation for various catalyzed 

and uncatalyzed hydrolytic nucleophilic substitution reactions of a simple VX analog, 

especially for those reactions leading to corresponding analogs of EMPA and EA2192.  

In particular, the truncated model O,S-dimethyl methylphosphonothiolate (DMMP) was 

chosen as it has been previously shown to predict results in good agreement with 

experiment for the simple hydrolysis and hydroperoxidolysis of VX.48,51-53  As a first 

step, a thorough conformational analysis of DMMP was undertaken employing a variety 

of computational methods, this was done to assist in choosing an appropriate theoretical 

protocol that can optimally combine accuracy and efficiency, and to correctly identify the 

lowest energy conformer, which defines the zero of energy structure for possible catalytic 

pathways.  These DMMP conformers were then compared to a survey of the lowest 

energy conformers for VX, to assess the accuracy of using the truncated model system. 

 

Figure 2.3.  Structures of VX and DMMP. 

 
2.2. Computational Methodology 

Optimized geometries and frequencies were calculated using the M06 family of 

density functionals; M06-L, M06, and M06-2X, which include 0, 28, and 56% Hartree-

Fock exchange, respectively, allowing for an effective comparison of local and hybrid 
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functionals using either the 6-31G(d) or the 6-31+G(d,p) basis sets.19,79,80  Evaluation of 

vibrational frequencies at these levels was performed in order to compute thermodynamic 

partition functions and to correctly identify the character of stationary points as minima 

or transition-state structures.  Aqueous solvation effects were included through use of the 

SMD continuum solvent model with free energies reported for an aqueous solution with a 

standard-state concentration of 1 M for solutes, and 55.5 M for water.81 

In order to assess the accuracy of the density functional methods, comparison was 

made to two post-Hartree-Fock wave function theories for the conformational analysis of 

DMMP.  In particular, we examined spin-component-scaled second order perturbation 

theory, SCS-MP2, and the highly correlated compound method CBS-QB3.82,83  We 

considered both gas-phase optimizations followed by aqueous single points, and the 

optimization of structures including SMD solvation effects.  All calculations were 

performed using Gaussian 09 and an initial database of surveyed VX and DMMP 

conformers was generated using PCModel.84 

 

2.3. Results 

2.3.1. Conformational Analysis 

2.3.1.1. DMMP 

In order to characterize the potential energy surface of the VX simulant DMMP in 

aqueous solution, a conformational analysis was undertaken.  Initial calculations were 

performed at the M06-L, M06, and M06-2X levels using the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set with 

gas-phase optimizations, aqueous single point calculations on the gas phase minima 
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structures, and structures optimized in aqueous solvent.  A conformational search 

identified five unique minima (Figure 2.4) for which relative Gibbs free energies are 

provided in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.4.  Optimized DMMP minima structures. Hydrogen atoms are not shown for 

clarity.  Phosphorus atoms are pumpkin, sulfur atoms are lemon, oxygen atoms are 

cherry, and carbon atoms are ash. 

 

Table 2.1.  Relative free energies (kcal/mol) of DMMP minima, calculated at various 

DFT levels of theory. 

 Gas Phase Optimization SMD Single Points SMD Optimizations 

Complex M06-L M06 M06-2X M06-L M06 M06-2X M06-L M06 M06-2X 

1 2.55 2.53 1.97 2.08 2.45 1.86 2.09 1.74 1.29 

2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.94 1.42 1.46 1.09 0.34 0.35 

3 1.33 0.98 1.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

4 3.22 3.33 3.53 1.45 1.48 1.73 0.71 1.00 0.42 

5 8.00 8.40 8.92 3.03 3.26 3.44 2.50 2.16 2.54 
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Table 2.2. Relative free energies (kcal/mol) of DMMP minima calculated using various 

levels of wave-function theory. 

 Gas Phase Opt SMD S.P. SMD Opt 

Complex CBS-QB3 SCS-MP2 SCS-MP2 CBS-QB3 

1 2.52 2.59 2.16 2.44 

2 0.00 0.00 1.16 1.34 

3 0.83 0.95 0.00 0.00 

4 3.35 3.51 2.39 1.70 

5 7.73 8.06 3.78 2.94 
 

In the gas phase, all levels of theory predict conformer 2 to be the most stable, likely 

due to the favorable anomeric effects associated with its gauche C-O-P-O and C-S-P-O 

dihedrals.18  However, when aqueous solvation effects are included, all conformers are 

stabilized by ~2 kcal/mol for each methyl group oriented s-trans relative to the P=O 

bond.  This stabilization likely derives from a combination of the greater ability of the 

implicit solvent model to interact with the polar P=O unit coupled with the localization of 

the negative lone pair density into a small region of solvent accessible space when the 

ester groups are s-trans.  These solvation effects render conformer 3 the dominant species 

in aqueous media. 

When energies from aqueous single points are compared to those calculated from 

structures optimized using SMD, we find that the single-point (S.P.) energies agree 

qualitatively with those from the optimized geometries, but are in quantitative 

disagreement.  For example, the change in the relative M06-L energies upon inclusion of 

SMD into the optimization protocol can vary between 0.0 to 0.7 kcal/mol, while a much 
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greater variance can be seen for the hybrid M06 and M06-2X functionals.  This trend 

indicates that the use of single-point solvation energies reveals rough trends in the 

relative energies, but that structures should be optimized in aqueous media in order to 

ensure quantitatively accurate energetic values.  

The DFT energies can also be compared to those calculated with correlated wave 

function theories.  Considering SCS-MP2 and CBS-QB3 gas-phase energies, we see that 

the two methods agree reasonably well with each other, enhancing confidence in their 

quantitative accuracy.  Of the M06 functional family, it is M06-L that predicts the best 

agreement in gas-phase energies compared to the wave function theories.  In addition, all 

methods predict similar energetic stabilizations upon the inclusion of implicit solvent.  

However, all DFT methods appear to predict structure 4 to possess a somewhat lower 

relative free energy than calculated by CBS-QB3, indicating a possible discrepancy for 

this structure and method.  However, the general agreement with higher-level theoretical 

methods indicates that M06-L is an accurate functional to use for further studies. 

 

2.3.1.2. VX 

A similar conformational analysis was also performed for the full VX molecule.  A 

stochastic PCModel search was performed and the 97 lowest energy conformers were 

selected.  Gas phase optimizations were then performed using M06-L/6-31G(d).  

Solvation corrections were then included by performing single point SMD continuum 

solvent model calculations, allowing for the identification of the lowest energy solution 

phase conformers.  Further aqueous phase SMD optimizations were then performed for 
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the 20 lowest energy conformers.  By ignoring iso-propyl rotations, the resulting 

structures could be separated into five classes that contain at least one conformer with a 

relative free energy below 1 kcal/mol (Figure 2.5, Table 2.3). 

 

Figure 2.5. VX conformer classes having members with relative free energies below a 1 

kcal/mol energy cutoff. 

  

Table 2.3. Relative free energies (kcal/mol) of VX minima at the SMD/M06-L/6-31G(d) 

level. 

Classes Free Energies 
1 0.00 
2 0.38 
3 0.39 
4 0.81 
5 0.88 
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Classes one, two and three possess ester rotations analogous to those of DMMP 

conformer 2.  Classes four and five contain ester rotations analogous to those of 

conformer 4, as they include an ethoxy ligand rotated anti to the central P=O group.  

Comparing these conformers to the smaller DMMP analog we can make some insights 

about the nature of the differences between these two systems.  We find the most stable 

classes of VX conformers place both ester-units syn-relative to the central P=O group in a 

similar fashion to the gas-phase DMMP conformer, indicating that the bulky VX 

substituents likely shield the central core from solvent effects.   Additionally, while 

DMMP favors the rotation of the thiol substituents, for the full VX system, rotation of the 

smaller ethoxy ligand becomes favorable.  These conformer differences help illustrate 

that while the small DMMP analog serves well to model hydrolysis, it will experience 

slightly different interactions with an external environment. 

 

2.3.2. Reaction Pathways 

Analysis of the catalytic hydrolysis of DMMP was undertaken by performing 

optimizations using M06-L/6-31+G(d,p)/SMD.  Focus was placed on the hydrolysis of 

DMMP through the use of a catalytically activated water molecule and the subsequent 

formation of the possible products, EA2192 and MMPA, with particular attention paid to 

the initial attack step.  Cases of direct attack by catalytic nitrogen and oxygen 

nucleophiles at the phosphorus center were also considered.  These systems were 

compared to activation by triethyl amine (TEA), which serves to represent the 

uncatalyzed system, where activation of a water molecule occurs through deprotonation 

by the tertiary amine. 
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2.3.2.1. TEA 

Two competing pathways making use of TEA as a general base were considered in 

which deprotonation of the chemically active water molecule occurs in a concerted 

manner with nucleophilic attack on the central phosphorus atom of DMMP (Figure 2.6).  

Pathway 1 involves the recruitment of TEA and a water molecule by DMMP to form a 

slightly exothermic pre-reactive complex where the water molecule can attack the 

phosphorus center opposite the methanethiolate group and proceed through a trigonal 

bipyramidal transition-state (TS) structure with a free energy barrier of 22.3 kcal/mol to 

generate an intermediate product 19.7 kcal/mol above separated reactants.  This pathway 

involves a lengthening of the P-S bond from 2.09 to 2.42 Å, with a TS distance of 2.20 Å; 

a marginal lengthening of the P-O bond to the methoxy group, from 1.62 to 1.67 Å, is 

also observed (Table 2.4).  The high-energy intermediate can then dissociate the 

methanethiolate group with a predicted barrier of 0.7 kcal/mol, leading to separated 

products which are predicted to be 1 kcal/mol lower in energy than the original starting 

materials.  The product triethylammonium can then be deprotonated by the ejected 

thiolate molecule, resulting in a highly exergonic reaction with products 22.7 kcal/mol 

more stable than the original reactants. 

To evaluate the impact of the choice of computational protocol, energies for pathway 

1 were calculated using M06-2x, which predicts a complexation energy 3.4 kcal/mol 

downhill, and a transition state energy of 14.3 kcal/mol, which translate into an energetic 

barrier of 17.7 kcal/mol.  This is a lowering of the energy barrier by ~4 kcal/mol, despite 

a similar geometry to the M06-L structure.  In addition, M06-2x predicts a low energy 
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endpoint to the reaction coordinate of 2.6 kcal/mol, though the large P-S distance of 3.9 

Å indicates that the bond has been completely cleaved and that M06-2x predicts no 

intermediate structure for this case.  This lack of an intermediate complex casts doubt on 

the accuracy of the M06-2x functional. 

 

 

Figure 2.6.  Two TEA catalyzed pathways for the hydrolysis of DMMP with energies in 

kcal/mol.  The hydrolysis can occur opposite the methanethiolate substituent (pathway 1) 

or the methoxy group (pathway 2). 

 

Table 2.4 Geometric data for the catalytic DMMP subunit for the TEA catalyzed 

pathway 1, reporting all phosphorus containing bond lengths in addition to the relative 

position of the proton being transferred to the TEA nitrogen atom. 

Tea Pathway 1 P-SMe P-OH P-OMe P=O O-H N-H 
Complex 2.09 Å 3.87 Å 1.62 Å 1.50 Å 0.99 Å 1.86 Å 

TS 2.20 Å 2.24 Å 1.65 Å 1.51 Å 1.54 Å 1.09 Å 
Intermediate 2.42 Å 1.78 Å 1.67 Å 1.53 Å 1.75 Å 1.05 Å 
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The geometric data for the M06-L intermediate and both TS structures agrees well 

with a previous computational study of Seckute et al.,51 which investigated the reaction of 

hydroxide with DMMP.  They described a hydroxide catalyzed pathway, which 

possessed an activation free energy of 18.8 kcal/mol, an intermediate with a P-S distance 

of 2.3 Å and an energy of -3.7 kcal/mol with a negative free energy barrier for 

disassociation using MP2 single point energies.  The lower energies calculated for this 

system are likely due to the more nucleophilic character of hydroxide compared to a TEA 

activated water molecule.  Comparison to this work also helps support the choice of the 

M06-L functional, as M06-2X does not predict an intermediate structure, and predicts an 

unphysical lower free energy barrier for the TEA catalyzed system than previously 

calculated for the strong-base catalyzed system. 

The alternative pathway 2 mechanism involves the attack of the activated water 

molecule opposite the methoxy group.  This mechanism also goes through a trigonal 

bipyramidal TS structure with an activation free energy of 20.0 kcal/mol and a 

subsequent intermediate of 18.3 kcal/mol compared to the starting complex.  At the TS, 

this pathway involves a lengthening of the P-S bond from 2.09 to 2.17 Å and the P-O 

bond from 1.62 to 1.76 Å (Figure 2.5).  Subsequent elimination of the methoxy group 

occurs with an energetic barrier of 12.7 kcal/mol, so that the TS structure is 30.2 kcal/mol 

above separated reactants.  This observation is likely a computational artifact, as the final 

products are 10.1 kcal/mol higher in energy than the separated reactants, and the elevated 

energy is likely due to the newly generated negative charge.  If the methoxide molecule is 

permitted to deprotonate the product triethylammonium, the reaction yields methanol and 
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the toxic EA2192, with the new products 18.2 kcal/mol lower in energy than the starting 

complex, demonstrating that the exothermic nature of the reaction pathway is preserved. 

 

Table 2.5 Geometric data for the catalytic DMMP subunit during TEA catalyzed 

pathway 2, which reports all phosphorus containing bond lengths in addition to the 

relative position of the proton being transferred to TEA. 

Tea Pathway 2 P-SMe P-OH P-OMe P=O O-H N-H 
Complex 2.09 Å 3.67 Å 1.62 Å 1.50 Å 0.99 Å 1.85 Å 

TS 2.12 Å 2.40 Å 1.67 Å 1.52 Å 1.57 Å 1.10 Å 
Intermediate 2.17 Å 1.84 Å 1.76 Å 1.54 Å 1.73 Å 1.05 Å 
 

Again comparison can be made to the previous study of Seckute et al. for which 

similar geometric data was obtained.51  The hydroxide catalyzed pathway 2 possessed an 

energetic barrier of 14.6 kcal/mol, an intermediate energy of -2.7 kcal/mol, and barrier 

for disassociation of 15.4 kcal/mol.  Again, energetic differences are likely due to the 

higher nucleophilicity of hydroxide.  Additionally, Seckute et al. also proposed a pseudo 

rotation pathway linking the intermediates of pathway 1 and 2 with an energetic barrier of 

14.4 kcal/mol, allowing for methanethiolate release, though this pseudo-rotation was not 

studied for the TEA catalyzed pathway as we focused our attention on the rate controlling 

nucleophilic attack step. 

By examining the pathway energetics, it can be seen that attack opposite the 

methoxy ligand is preferred by roughly 4.8 kcal/mol, which is similar to the simple 

hydroxide case.  This illustrates that formation of EA2192 is the kinetically favored 

reaction.  When completely separated products are considered, we see that formation of 
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EMPA is favored by roughly 4.5 kcal/mol over the formation of the toxic EA2192 in 

agreement with the hydroxide catalyzed pathway, showing that even though the greater 

nucleophilic character of hydroxide results in lower energies, both systems possess 

similar relative energies between the two pathways, illustrating that M06-L accurately 

describes the catalytic behavior of TEA.  This baseline indicates that a successful catalyst 

should possess an activation free energy of less than 22.3 kcal/mol in order to be 

catalytically competitive with TEA, and have an even lower energy barrier to offer a 

reliable alternative to hydroxide based hydrolysis.  Additionally, the preference of kinetic 

elimination of methanethiolate compared to methoxide, to ensure the lack of formation of 

toxic byproducts, is a property desired in a commercial catalytic system. 

 

2.3.2.2. Thiourea Backbone 

The thiourea-based catalyst (Figure 2.2) was tested for several R-groups, with the 

energetic barriers associated with the attack steps for both pathways 1 and 2 serving as 

indicators of commercial viability.  The R-groups tested were methyl, 2-pyridyl, and 2-

phenol.  In addition, the methyl R-group was tested for a backbone from which the CF3 

groups had been removed in order to examine the effects of backbone electron-

withdrawing groups on reactivity.  As only one enantiomer of the optically active catalyst 

was examined, reaction pathways were investigated for both the R and S enantiomers of 

DMMP to evaluate the extent of energetic differences amongst the diastereomers of the 

reactive bimolecular complexes. 
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The first case examined was pathway 1 for R=methyl and the R isomer of DMMP 

(Figure 2.7).  DMMP and one water molecule undergo favorable binding with the 

catalyst to form a complex 4.9 kcal/mol downhill in energy, as compared to the 

completely separated reactants.  This favorable binding likely stems from hydrogen 

bonding of DMMP with the catalytic backbone, with hydrogen bonds of 2.28 and 1.81 Å.  

In addition, the nucleophilic nitrogen was found to hydrogen bond to the explicit water 

molecule.  This binding is followed by deprotonation of the water molecule with 

concerted nucleophilic attack of the incipient hydroxide on the phosphorus center, 

proceeding with a free energy of activation of 23.9 kcal/mol.  During this process the 

hydrogen bonds adjust to 2.01 and 1.86 Å.  We see that the DMMP internal geometry is 

similar to the TEA pathway 1, with the P-S bond lengthening from 2.09 to 2.18 Å 

showing migration of the methanethiolate away from the central unit.  The transition state 

is followed by a high energy intermediate in which the methanethiolate group is weakly 

associated with the phosphorus center at a distance of 2.40 Å and only minor changes are 

observed in the hydrogen bonding network.  From this intermediate species, easy 

elimination of methanethiolate can be expected. 

 

Figure 2.7.  Pathway 1 reaction mechanism of the thiourea-methyl catalyst with R-

DMMP; energies are reported relative to the completely separated products. 
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The analogous pathway 1 reaction with S-DMMP is shown in Figure 2.8, and is 

structurally very similar to that seen for the R-isomer.  The most substantial difference is 

that the methanethiolate subunit is oriented towards the benzyl subsistuent.  This change 

in orientation decreases the interaction of the sulfur atom with the bulk solvent, and as a 

result the energy of the whole pathway increases, specifically this rotation destabilizes 

the transition state and leads to a free energy of activation of 25.1 kcal/mol.  This 

indicates that faster hydrolysis should be expected for DMMP when the leaving thiolate 

group is stabilized by polar interactions, such as those found with the bulk solvent. 

 

 

Figure 2.8.  Pathway 1 reaction of the thiourea-methyl catalyst with S-DMMP with 

energies relative to the completely separated reactants. 

 

The mechanism for pathway 2 was also examined for S-DMMP and showed 

analogous structures to those available for pathway 1.  However, the binding energy is 

predicted to be exothermeic by 3.6 kcal/mol, which is slightly weaker than for pathway 1 

due to steric clashes with the catalyst backbone, as hydrogen bonding appears to be 

unaffected.  The complex can then undergoe nucleophilic water attack with an energetic 
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barrier of 20.4 kcal/mol followed by an intermediate 17.4 kcal/mol higher in energy than 

the starting complex.  These energies indicate a preference for the formation of the toxic 

thioester product, casting further doubt on the efficacy of this thiourea catalyst. 

In order to test the influence of the electron withdrawing CF3 groups, the catalytic 

pathway 1 of thiourea-methyl was tested after substituting in -H groups, which we will 

henceforth refer to as the unfluorinated-thiourea catalyst (Figure 2.9).  The first major 

difference between these catalysts is found in the hydrogen-bonding network.  The 

unfluorinated complex contains only one strong hydrogen bond with an O-H distance of 

1.94 Å.  The other backbone amine hydrogen has no clear hydrogen bonding character 

with an O-H distance of 3.14 Å, leading to a complexation energy 1.6 kcal/mol higher 

than for the fluorinated system.  Upon concomitant deprotonation and attack by the 

bound water molecule, the unfluorinated transition state possesses the same energy 

relative to separated reactants as the fluorinated complex; however, due to the 

destabilization of the starting complex, the unfluorinated system has a free energy of 

activation of 22.3 kcal/mol, with a value 1.6 kcal/mol lower than for the fluorinated 

catalyst.  After the formation of the starting complex we see geometries and hydrogen 

bonding character similar to those found in the fluorinated case. 

Pathway 2 was also investigated for the unfluorinated-thiourea catalyst.  The starting 

complex for this binding motif also contains only one hydrogen bond to the oxy-group 

with O-H distances of 3.18 and 2.00 Å and a binding energy comparable to that 

calculated for pathway 1.  Attack of the bound water molecule results in increased 

hydrogen bonding, with shortening of the O-H distances to 1.86 and 1.92 Å.  The 
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favorable binding differential also appears to decrease the free energy of activation of 

nucleophilic attack opposite the electronegative methoxy group to 19.0 kcal/mol.  A high-

energy intermediate is then formed with P-S and P-O distances of 2.15 Å and 1.81 Å 

respectively, indicating that both methanethiolate and methoxy-groups remain attached 

and that further reactivity will be required to ensure ligand elimination. 

 

 

Figure 2.9.  Pathway 1 reaction mechanism of the unfluorinated-thiourea catalyst with R-

DMMP with energies reported relative to the completely separated reactants. 

 

 

Figure 2.10.  Pathway 2 reaction of the unfluorinated-thiourea catalyst with R-DMMP, 

with energies relative to completely separated reactants. 
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Other R-group substituents were analyzed, including a 2-pyridyl unit (Figure 2.11), 

which was selected to assess the propensity of the catalyst substituents to act as a general 

base or nucleophile.  For pathway 1, the bound water molecule in the starting complex 

was predicted to hydrogen bond to both the exocylic and pyridyl amines with additional 

hydrogen bonding of the DMMP oxo-group to the thiourea backbone with O-H distances 

of 2.06 Å and 1.91 Å.  Despite backbone hydrogen bonding comparable to that found for 

R=methyl, the bound complex is predicted have an endothermic binding energy of 1.5 

kcal/mol compared to separated reactants, indicating unfavorable DMMP capture.  

Additionally, the nucleophilic attack of the bound water molecule possesses a free energy 

of activation of 25.8 kcal/mol with a transition state P-S distance of 2.26 Å.  The 

subsequent intermediate complex is found to be 23.2 kcal/mol uphill with a P-S distance 

of 2.46 Å.  The steering of the hydrogen bonding associated with the inclusion of pyridyl 

substituents appears to decrease the nucleophilicity of the reactive water, whether from a 

steric constraint placed on the activated water molecule, or via reduced basicity of the 

aliphatic amine upon R-group substitution remains undetermined.  

 

 

Figure 2.11.  Pathway 1 reaction of the thiourea-2pyridyl catalyst with S-DMMP, with 

energies reported relative to the completely separated reactants. 
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Pathway 2 was also considered for the thiourea-2-pyridyl system (Figure 2.12).  A 

similar structure and endothermic binding energy was seen for the catalytic complex as 

was predicted for pathway 1, though shorter P-S and P-O distances were predicted with 

bond lengths of 2.16 and 1.76 Å, respectively.  The subsequent water nucleophilic attack 

possesses a free energy of activation of 20.9 kcal/mol, which like pathway 1 is also more 

energetically demanding than expected for the methyl R-group.  It is worth noting that 

the kinetic barrier for pathway 2 remains 4.7 kcal/mol more favorable than is predicted 

for attack opposite the methanethiolate group, illustrating a continued kinetic preference 

for pathway 2. 

 

 

Figure 2.12. Pathway 2 reaction mechanism of thiourea-2-pyridyl with S-DMMP, with 

energies reported relative to completely separated reactants. 

 

An alternative version of pathway 1 involving the thiourea-2-pyridyl system 

examined the nucleophilic attack by the pyridyl amine at the phosphorus center directly 

opposite the methanethiolate group (Figure 2.13).  The catalyst was predicted to bind 
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DMMP directly with an endothermic energy of 6.0 kcal/mol with weak hydrogen bonds 

to the oxo-group exhibiting O-H distances of 2.11 and 2.18 Å and a P-N distance of 4.07 

Å.  The subsequent nucleophilic attack was found to occur with a strong dissociation of 

the P-S bond to a transition state length of 3.08 Å, while the P-N distance shortens to 1.97 

Å.  In addition, the formation of a second hydrogen bond is unstable due to steric 

limitations, resulting in O-H distances of 1.93 and 2.93 Å, and combined with the 

energetic nature of the newly formed P-N bond is likely responsible for the high free 

energy of activation barrier of 40.5 kcal/mol.  A high-energy intermediate is subsequently 

formed with a P-S distance of 3.63 Å, indicating complete cleavage of the bond to the 

methanethiolate group.  The energetic nature of this pathway illustrates that nucleophilic 

attack by a water molecule is preferred over the direct attack of an aromatic amine, 

though the use of a flexible catalyst backbone that can stabilize the transition state 

complex may allow for competitive energetics. 

 

 

Figure 2.13.  Pathway 1 reaction of the thiourea-2-pyridyl catalyst with S-DMMP 

through the direct attack by the nucleophilic amine, with energies reported relative to the 

completely separated reactants. 
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Pathway 1 was also examined for a 2-phenol R-group substituent (Figure 2.14).  

This pathway was optimized at the M06-2X level of theory due to difficulties in the 

optimizations performed at the M06-L level for reasons that will not be pursued here.  It 

is important to note that the thiourea-2-phenol catalyst possesses two phenol groups in 

solution but one of the phenol alcohol groups can be deprotonated by the nucleophilic 

amine with a low free energy barrier to produce a single phenolate R-group that is 

predicted to be 3 kcal/mol endothermic in energy, with destabilization of this zwitterion 

form likely due to local solvation effects stemming from the bulky non-polar nature of 

the catalyst.  This phenolate form of the catalyst can bind DMMP, producing a complex 

7.4 kcal/mol higher in energy than separated reactants.  This complex possesses hydrogen 

bonds similar to the thiourea-methyl system with O-H distances of 2.28 and 1.92 Å, with 

the elevated complexation energy likely stemming from the lack of hydrogen bonds to a 

bound water molecule.  The pathway then proceeds through a TS structure with a free 

energy of activation of 19.1 kcal/mol and similar hydrogen bonding and internal DMMP 

bond distances as those seen for the methyl R-groups.  A high-energy intermediate is then 

produced with similar internal geometries as seen in the thiourea-methyl case.  While the 

free energy barrier is fairly low, the tendency for M06-2X to predict lower energy 

barriers by ~4 kcal/mol would indicate a similar activation energy to those found for the 

thiourea-methyl catalyst.  Additionally, the 2-phenol containing system possesses a much 

higher binding energy of the substrate, indicating that while direct nucleophilic attack by 

a phenolate catalyst may be possible, special considerations would need to be made to 

ensure the favorable coordination of DMMP. 
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Figure 2.14. Pathway 1 reaction of the thiourea-2phenol catalyst with S-DMMP with 

direct attack by the 2-phenolate substituent, with energies reported relative to the 

completely separated reactants. 

 

2.3.2.3. Benzimidazole Backbone 

The benzimidazole backbone (Figure 2.2) was examined for methyl R-groups.  The 

backbone imidazole was considered both in its free base and conjugate acid forms to test 

the effects of protonation upon catalyst activation of DMMP through hydrogen bonding.   

Consideration of both protonation states of the backbone system is important, as either 

form could be present in the aqueous phase depending on the pH of the solution.  Both 

forms of the catalyst were analyzed for pathways 1 and 2 in order to assess the impact of 

protonation on the difference in free energies between the two pathways. 

For pathway 1, the benzimidazole-methyl complex forms with a slight downhill 

energy of 1.0 kcal/mol (Figure 2.15).  This small binding energy is associated with the 

formation of a single hydrogen bond between the imidazole group and the DMMP oxo-

group with an O-H distance of 1.93 Å.  A second hydrogen bond is formed between the 
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protonated aliphatic amine and the methoxy group, with an O-H distance of 2.05 Å.  This 

hydrogen-bonding motif with coordination to two different oxygen atoms is unique 

compared to the coordination seen in the thiourea catalyst and is likely due to the larger 

distance between the nitrogen atoms of the benzimidazole backbone.  This hydrogen 

bonding character is maintained throughout the nucleophilic attack reaction coordinate, 

which is characterized by a free energy of activation of 24.2 kcal/mol.  A high-energy 

intermediate is then formed with the O-H distance to the oxo-group shortening to 1.83 Å 

while no change occurs in the length of the hydrogen bond to the methoxy group.  In 

addition only slight bond lengthening occurs in the P-O distance to the methoxy unit.  

However, the P-S distance lengthens from 2.09 to 2.35 Å, illustrating the weakening of P-

S bond and is analogous to the bound distances found in the thiourea systems. 

 

 

Figure 2.15.  Pathway 1 reaction coordinate of benzimidazole-methyl catalyzing the 

hydrolysis of R-DMMP, with energies reported relative to completely separated reactants. 

 

The protonated form of the benzimidazole backbone was investigated for pathway 1, 

and the DMMP bound complex was found to contain similar hydrogen bonds to both the 
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oxy and methoxy groups as found in the depotonated form, with hydrogen bond lengths 

of 1.77 and 2.00 Å respectively (Figure 2.16).  Though both of these distances are shorter 

than predicted for the unprotonated system, an identical complexation energy was 

calculated.  The following nucleophilic attack was characterized by a transition state with 

a free energy barrier of 24.7 kcal/mol, slightly higher than that found for the unprotonated 

system despite a very similar geometry.  The subsequent intermediate was predicted to be 

0.8 kcal/mol lower in energy than for the unprotonated system, likely due to the shorter 

O-H bonds of 1.68 and 1.92 Å to the oxy and methoxy groups respectively.  Despite the 

continually stronger hydrogen bonds of this pathway, no major energetic benefit was 

provided, though preference for this pathway would be expected at a lower pH. 

 

Figure 2.16.  Pathway 1 reaction mechanism for protonated benzimidazole-methyl 

catalyzed hydrolysis of R-DMMP, with free energies reported relative to the completely 

separated reactants. 

 

In order to consider all possible reaction mechanisms, pathway 1 was also 

considered for the rotation of the benzimidazole group with respect to the bridging amine, 
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allowing for the unprotonated aromatic amine to deprotonate the nucleophilic water 

molecule (Figure 2.17).  The bound complex was formed with a single hydrogen bond to 

the oxo-group with a distance of 2.01 Å and the bound water molecule was coordinated 

to the two deprotonated amines, with a slight downhill binding energy of 0.6 kcal/mol.  A 

free energy of activation of 25.9 kcal/mol was associated with the concerted 

deprotonation of the water molecule by the aromatic amine and the attack of the incipient 

hydroxide on the phosphorus center.  In the resulting intermediate, the phosphate 

complex was bound to the catalyst by single hydrogen bond of 1.80 Å, and the internal P-

S distance of 2.42 Å shows similar character to the thiourea catalyzed systems.  However, 

the elevated energy of the TS structure suggests a preference for the catalytic 

deprotonation of the bound water molecule through an aliphatic amine. 

 

Figure 2.17.  Mechanism of pathway 1 reaction of a rotated benzimidazole-methyl 

catalyst with R-DMMP, with energies reported relative to completely separated reactants. 

 

In order to fully describe the benzimidazole-methyl system, pathway 2 must also be 

considered (Figure 2.18).  For the unprotonated system, the catalytic complex forms with 
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two hydrogen bonds to the oxo-group with O-H distances of 2.06 and 2.07 Å, resulting in 

a weak association energy.  Formation of the complex is followed by water nucleophilic 

attack at the phosphorus center, opposite the methoxy group, with a free energy of 

activation of 19.9 kcal/mol.  The subsequent intermediate complex contains asymmetric 

hydrogen bonds with O-H distances of 1.93 and 2.16 Å and short P-S and P-O distances 

of 2.16 and 1.67 Å respectively indicating that both the methanethiolate and methoxy 

units remain attached to the phosphorus center.  However, further reactivity should 

enable the cleavage of either the P-S or P-O bonds, allowing for the formation of either 

the toxic or benign product species. 

 

Figure 2.18.  Pathway 2 reaction mechanism for the benzimidazole-methyl catalyzed 

hydrolysis of R-DMMP, with energies reported relative to completely separated reactants. 

 
Pathway 2 was also considered for the protonated benzimidazole-methyl catalyst 

(Figure 2.19).  The bound complex is formed with a favorable binding energy of 1.1 

kcal/mol, with short O-H distances of 1.99 and 2.01 Å.  This pathway proceeds through a 

transition-state structure with short O-H distances of 1.83 and 2.09 Å and an elevated free 

energy of activation of 22.2 kcal/mol and a subsequent intermediate energy of 19.2 
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kcal/mol.  The increased activation energy upon protonation of the catalyst indicates that 

the use of the benzimidazole catalyst at a low pH may disfavor the generation of the toxic 

thio-ester product.   

 

Figure 2.19.  Pathway 2 reaction mechanism for the protonated benzimidazole-methyl 

catalyst with R-DMMP, with energies reported relative to completely separated reactants. 

 

2.4. Conclusions 

By considering the totality of all of these reaction pathways, trends in the catalytic 

hydrolysis of DMMP can be drawn.  This requires a consideration both the binding 

energy of DMMP to possible catalysts and the energetic barriers for the nucleophilic 

attack step (Table 2.6).  Analysis of key bond lengths can also help reveal the qualitative 

strengths of hydrogen bonds and the degree of coordination of phosphorus to both ester 

and thioester substituents for a wide array of complexes.  By examining DMMP binding 

to the various catalysts, we note that for all catalysts the energy of recruiting the pre-

reactive complex is similar for both pathways 1 and 2.  This consistency of energetics 

illustrates a lack of preference for the alignment of the bound substrate and an absence of 

selection for either catalytic pathway. 
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Table 2.6.  Comparison of all possible catalysts and pathways with energies reported 

with respect to the completely separated reactants. 

*Energies calculated using M06-2X 
 

A second important trend is that for the methyl R-group, the thiourea backbone 

shows consistently stronger binding energies to starting materials compared to the 

benzimidazole backbone. The benzimidazole catalysts only shows strong binding to 

DMMP with a single hydrogen bond, with all complexes possessing only one O-H 

Complex Pathway Complex 
(kcal/mol) 

TS 
(kcal/mol) 

Intermediate 
(kcal/mol) 

TEA 1 -0.5 21.8 19.2 

TEA 2 -0.8 18.4 16.6 

Thiourea-Methyl R-DMMP 1 -4.9 19.0 18.4 

Thiourea-Methyl S-DMMP 1 -4.6 20.5 18.7 

Thiourea-Methyl 2 -3.6 16.8 13.8 

Unfluorinated Methyl 1 -3.3 19.0 17.9 

Unfluorinated Methyl 2 -3.3 15.7 13.0 

Thiourea 2-pyridyl 1 1.5 27.2 24.7 

Thiourea 2-pyridyl 2 1.5 22.5 21.8 

Thiourea 2-pyridyl   
Direct Attack 

1 6.0 40.5 37.8 

Thiourea 2-phenol* 1 7.4 19.1 19.7 

Benzimidazole  1 -1.0 23.2 21.2 

Rotated Benzimidazole   1 -0.6 25.3 21.2 

Benzimidazole 2 -0.5 19.4 18.9 

Protonated Benzimidazole 1 -1.0 23.7 20.4 

Protonated Benzimidazole 2 -1.1 21.1 19.2 
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distance less than 2 Å.  The presence of this binding motif is further supported by the 

observation that all benzimidazole complexes have roughly the same binding energy, 

including the rotated complex, for which only one hydrogen bond can be formed.  In 

addition, no significant additional binding energy is gained upon protonation of the 

benzimidazole complex, illustrating that little additional activation of the N-H groups is 

produced.  The addition of electron withdrawing CF3 groups to benzimidazole could 

increase the acidity of the amine proton, though the effect on DMMP recruitment would 

be expected to be minimal. 

We can also observe clear trends in DMMP binding by examining the variations in 

the thiourea catalysts.  Upon removal of the electron withdrawing CF3 groups, an 

increase in the energy of the bound complex by approximately 1.5 kcal/mol was seen due 

to the unfluorinated system’s ability to form only one hydrogen bond to the DMMP oxo-

group.  When the 2-pyridyl R-group is compared, the formation of the bound complex 

becomes energetically less favorable by roughly 6 kcal/mol.  This increase in energy can 

be attributed to the introduction of the large R-groups, resulting in both steric repulsion 

and shielding of the DMMP complex from the stabilizing influence of the polar solvent.  

A further 4.5 and 5.9 kcal/mol free energy penalty for DMMP binding was also observed 

for the direct attack pathways of the 2-pyridyl and 2-phenol R-groups respectively, which 

illustrates the stabilizing impact of the incorporation of a bound water molecule and the 

role it plays in facilitating complex formation. 

The central question of catalytic activity revolves around the predicted free energies 

of activation relative to the lowest free energy state.  When these energies are examined 
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for pathway 1 hydrolysis mechanisms, we find that they span a fairly narrow range of 

22.3-25.7 kcal/mol.  This range may be compared to a free energy of activation of 22.3 

kcal/mol for the TEA general-base catalysis reference system.  Thus, there is no lowering 

of the energetic barrier accomplished by any of these catalysts.  However, if the free 

energies are compared directly to the separated reactants, we find that the energy of the 

TS is lowered by approximately 1-3 kcal/mol for pathway 1 for all thiourea-methyl 

mechanisms.  However, no increase in reaction rates is associated with this transition 

state stabilization as the strong hydrogen bonding has a greater lowering of the free 

energies of the bound complexes, resulting in a net elevation of the energetic barriers. 

Interestingly, the unfluorinated thiourea-methyl catalyst possesses the lowest free 

energy barrier for nucleophilic water attack.  In this instance, we see the formation of a 

single hydrogen bond in the pre-reactive complex, while two hydrogen bonds are formed 

in the TS structure, as there is a build up of charge in the DMMP molecule.  These 

energies illustrate that increased catalytic activity can be provided by tuning catalyst 

electronegativity to loosely bind the starting complex and tightly coordinate to the 

transition state structure.  However, the magnitude of the energetic discrimination 

provided by the change in hydrogen bonding between the two structures for the 

unflourinated catalyst was predicted to be fairly low. 

Evaluating the predicted activation energies for pathway 2, we find the free energy 

barriers for all catalysts to lay between 19.0 and 22.2 kcal/mol as compared to 19.2 

kcal/mol for the TEA catalyzed hydrolysis.  This trend is analogous to that associated 

with pathway 1, including the observation that the unfluorinated thiourea catalyst shows a 
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decrease in the transition state energy to 15.7 kcal/mol relative to separated reactants, but 

this low free energy barrier is again offset by the equal energetic lowering of the bound 

starting complex.  Importantly, the studied catalysts fail to have a significant impact on 

the difference in energy barriers between pathways 1 and 2, as pathway 2 remains 

kinetically favored for every case. 

In addition to examining the energetics, the geometric parameters of the bound 

complexes can provide additional insight into reactivity.  The P-SMe and P-OMe 

distances for both pathways are similar to the TEA catalyzed mechanism for all systems 

with the exception of the direct attack by pyridine.  In addition, the newly formed P-OH 

bond distance in the intermediate structures is also in good agreement with the TEA 

catalyzed pathway 1 and 2 complexes.  This illustrates that all systems that proceed via 

water activation differ only by the binding of substrate complex, with little variation in 

the reactive sub-unit itself.  This further supports the lack of major energetic changes for 

either pathway. 

Investigation of direct nucleophilic attacks upon DMMP by catalyst subunits 

indicates that such pathways are energetically demanding.  A large free energy penalty is 

paid for the unfavorable coordination of DMMP without the stabilizing influence of a 

polar water molecule in the coordination site.  The bulky nature of these ligands also 

introduces destabilizing steric interactions.  Finally, it appears that the formation of a P-N 

bond is unfavorable, restricting the choice of catalytic nucleophiles.  Although, the use of 

oxygen based nucleophiles may produce energetically feasible pathways. 
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In summary, none of the systems investigated significantly catalyzed the P-S bond 

hydrolysis pathway 1, nor did they significantly improve the relative energies of the P-S 

hydrolysis pathway compared to that of P-O hydrolysis pathway 2.  While some catalysts 

can capture DMMP with favorable free energies through hydrogen bonding, few of these 

systems preferentially stabilize the transition state geometries.  Given these observations, 

it appears that hydrogen bonding through the catalytic backbone can be best utilized for 

binding DMMP, but this additional coordination does a poor job at enhancement of 

catalytic activity and improving pathway selectivity.  In order to increase reaction rates 

and selectivity, R-groups need to be chosen for their ability to stabilize thiol-leaving 

groups over alcohol ones, likely based on supporting more diffuse charge concentrations 

in the position opposite the catalytic nucleophile.  An additional possibility would be to 

design catalysts that stabilize the formation of the trigonal bipyramidal intermediate and 

to insure that the elimination from such intermediates favors the cleavage of the P-S 

bond. 

This work helps establish a baseline for future studies of catalytic hydrolysis of VX, 

specifically by identifying the dominant conformers of VX and DMMP in solution.  We 

also demonstrate that the thiourea backbone possesses the most effective binding of the 

pre-reactive complex, making a good starting point for future catalyst development.  In 

addition, the computational protocol we developed should be efficient and accurate for 

future modeling studies aimed at aiding catalyst design. 
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Chapter 3. Mechanistic Analysis of Water Oxidation Catalyzed by Mononuclear 

Copper in Aqueous Bicarbonate Solutions 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Production of hydrogen gas from the oxidation of water generates a green fuel, 

potentially through the exploitation green sources of oxidizing power, and this process is 

now the subject of considerable research activity.85-93  Many transition-metal-based 

homogeneous catalysts for water oxidation have been reported, especially those 

incorporating Ir94-98 and Ru.99-113  Reports of homogeneous catalysts based on more earth-

abundant metals,114-116 e.g., Mn,117-120 Co,121-135 Fe,136-141 and Cu,44,142-144 have also 

recently begun to appear.  High turn-over frequencies have been reported for several 

robust copper-based catalysts active predominantly at high pH and for high over-

potentials, but detailed mechanisms for the observed oxidation of water in these systems 

has not yet been established. 

The recent work by Chen & Meyer stands out as they report the ability of Cu(II) 

salts to robustly catalyze water oxidation at fast turn-over frequencies under an external 

potential in a solution of carbonate at pHs of 6.7, 8.2 and 10.8.44  Most importantly, these 

solutions demonstrate unique reactivity under each of these conditions.  At the basic pH 

of 10.8 this catalytic system demonstrates an onset of oxidation at 1.05 V and a catalytic 

peak at 1.46 V with a large current indicating the rapid catalytic production of O2.  In 

addition, this catalyst demonstrates a second order dependence on the copper 

concentration, indicating the possible formation of a catalytic dimer unit.  However, it 
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should be noted that under these conditions the formation of an oxidized film upon the 

electrode indicates the possibility of heterogeneous catalysis. 

Upon the reduction of the pH to 8.2, the cyclic voltammetry (CV) results begin to 

demonstrate a dependence upon both the copper concentration and the scan rate.  At 

[Cu(II)] greater than 5mM and the use of slow scan rates, features similar to those seen 

for the basic solution are observed with an onset of oxidation at ~1.3 V, which may be 

analogous to the oxidation behavior seen at a pH of 10.8, though a difference in the UV-

Vis spectrum of the potential-free solution indicates the presence of a new ground-state 

species.  In addition, the catalytic wave at 1.55 V demonstrates a second order 

dependence upon copper concentration and produces similar turn-over frequencies, which 

point to an analagous water oxidation mechanism, including the possible formation of a 

dimeric species on or near the electrode surface. 

This reactivity stands in contrast to that observed at a pH of 8.2 for low copper 

concentrations or fast scan rates.  Under these conditions the catalytic wave at 1.55 V 

disappears and an oxidation peak at ~1.8 V emerges with a first order dependence of the 

catalytic activity upon the concentration of copper, though under intermediate conditions 

both oxidation peaks are present.  This system also lacks the formation of a copper 

containing film upon the electrode surface, which indicates the likely formation of a 

homogenous catalyst with a single copper center.  This preference for first order catalysis 

under fast scan rates may be explained by a kinetic limitation for the formation of the 

dimeric species at this pH, indicating that monomeric species are likely present as both 

the starting material and the catalytic active species. 
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At the neutral pH of 6.7, the onset of oxidation is predicted to occur at ~1.4 V with 

the peak of the catalytic wave appearing at 1.65 V.  This oxidation peak also 

demonstrates first order kinetics with respect to copper concentration and as such can be 

compared to monomeric catalysis at a pH of 8.2.  It is important to note that the decrease 

in the oxidation potential with the lowering of the pH indicates a change in the identity of 

the oxidation reaction.  However, the possible relationship of these two water oxidation 

mechanisms, besides a shared monomeric catalytic form, is unknown. 

These experimental results demonstrate a cheap and robust catalytic system that 

exhibits multiple reactive pathways that can generate molecular oxygen with rapid 

turnover frequencies, although at the cost of an 800-900 mV overpotenital.  However, 

due to the experimental conditions, little is known about the identity of the starting 

materials, their oxidation products, or the mechanism of O-O bond formation.  In order to 

make educated improvements to the catalytic activity of these systems, the identity of all 

of these species needs to be elucidated.  Through the use of computational methods we 

have been able to propose possible starting materials and monomeric reaction pathways 

consistent with experimental results. 

 

3.2. Computational Methods 

Calculations were performed using density functional theory (DFT) in the form of 

the M11-L145 density functional with comparisons made using the B3LYP22 density 

functional and an adjusted form of B3LYP with 15% Hartree-Fock exchange, which will 

be referred to hereafter as B3LYP*.
146  To correct for a poor description of dispersion 
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interactions, B3LYP was modified with the Grimme D2 empirical dispersion term.33  All 

density functionals used a basis set consisting of the Stuttgart pseudopotential147 for 

copper, augmented with 3 f functions with the exponents of 5.10, 1.275, and 0.32, and the 

6-311+G(d,p)80 basis set was implemented for all other atom types.  All structures were 

fully optimized accounting for aqueous solvation effects using the SMD continuum 

solvent model.81  Following optimization, intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations 

were performed to verify transition states, and frequency calculations were undertaken to 

determine the Gibbs free energy of all structures, with a replacement of all frequencies 

less than 50 cm-1.  Adsorption spectra were calculated using time-dependent (TD) DFT, 

and all calculations were performed with the Gaussian09 software package.84 

For reactions in solution, unless noted otherwise, free energy values were adjusted to 

refer to a 1 M standard-state concentration for all aqueous chemical species other than 

water through the introduction of an RTln(24.5) adjusting factor, which translates to a 

correction of 1.9 kcal/mol at 298 K.  Additionally, the free energy of water molecules 

was adjusted to reflect a 55.56 M concentration corresponding to a bulk water density.  

This correction was performed through the use of an additional 2.38 kcal/mol free energy 

term.148  For the computation of free energies associated with protonation/deprotonation 

processes, the experimental proton solvation of 264.0 kcal/mol was used, establishing a 

1M H+ concentration.149,150  These free energies were also converted to the more 

experimentally relevant pKa values using the equation: 

 
where ΔGaq refers to the standard state free energy of the deprotonation reaction: 

€ 

pKa =
ΔGaq

RT ln(10)
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€ 

AH aq( ) →A aq( )
− +H(aq )

+  

where AH is an acid, A- is the conjugate base, H+ is a free proton in solution and all 

concentrations are taken to be 1M.151,152  Free energies of reactions involving protons 

were also  examined through the introduction a pH*1.36 kcal/mol term.  This correction 

can allow for the investigation of reaction energies at a pH greater than 0. 

It is also possible to evaluate electrochemical reactions of the form: 

 
where O is the oxidized species, R is the reduced species, ne is the number of electrons 

being transferred and np is the number of protons transferred.  The standard state 

reduction potential of this class of reactions (

€ 

EO R
o ) can be calculated using the equation:  

 

where 

€ 

ΔGO R
o

 
is the standard state free energy of the redox reaction, F is the Faraday 

constant and 

€ 

ΔGSHE
o  is the free energy of the normal hydrogen electrode, which has been 

theoretically validated as 4.28 eV.153-155  An additional np*pH*0.0591V term can be 

added to the potential to account for a pH greater than 0. 

 

3.3. Results and Discussion 

3.3.1. Copper-Carbonate Speciation 

The first step in identifying the water oxidation mechanism of Cu(II) systems as 

characterized by CV was to identify the copper complexes present in a solution under no 

external potential.  A suite of possible complexes was generated and the species most 

€ 

O(aq ) + nee(g )
− + npH

+ →R(aq )

€ 

EO R
o = −

ΔGO R
o − ΔGSHE

o

neF
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likely to form at 1M [HCO3]1- and a pH between 5 and 12 were characterized, in 

agreement with experimental water oxidation conditions.44  For this range of pH 

conditions, three ground state species were identified (Figure 3.1),  all of which 

demonstrated a planar geometry with no coordination of axial solvent molecules, as the 

axial coordination was predicted to be so weak that solvent effects were best accounted 

for using an implicit solvent model. 

 

 

Figure 3.1.  The most stable complexes present in a 1M [HCO3]-1 solution over a pH 

range of 5-12.  Charges and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated at the upper 

right and upper left of structures, respectively. 

 

Theory predicts the bis-monodentate bicarbonate species 1 to dominate below a pH 

of 8.4, the mixed mono-bicarbonate and bidentate-carbonate compound 2 in the narrow 

pH range of 8.4 to 9.4, and the bis-bidentate carbonate complex 3 to dominate at a pH 

above 9.4.  These predictions are in fairly good agreement with electron spin-echo 

envelope modulation experiments that found analogous species in 14 K frozen solutions 

of copper in aqueous bicarbonate at pH values of 5.5, 6.5, and 8.0 to exhibit all 

monodentate, some bidentate, and bis-bidentate anion coordination, respectively.156  

Given the uncertainties associated with comparing frozen and liquid samples, we 
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consider this agreement to contribute acceptably to the validation of the description of 

equilibrium speciation in aqueous bicarbonate solutions. 

In addition to verifying the identity of the equilibrium form of the copper complexes 

at the experimental pH conditions, it is also important to establish the rates of formation 

for these complexes, as water oxidation activity may proceed through a minority species.  

As such, the conversion pathways between species were examined and a mechanism 

determined where direct deprotonation of a bicarbonate ligand on 1 can occur with a pKa 

of 12.4, corresponding to an endothermic energy of 5.7 kcal/mol at the experimentally 

studied pH of 8.2 (Figure 3.2).  Once the deprotonated species 1a is formed, an aqua-

ligand can rotate away from the copper center coupled with the concomitant formation of 

a second Cu-O bond to the carbonate group.  This concerted mechanism can occur with a 

low stepwise energy barrier of 0.6 kcal/mol, which translates to a reasonable global free 

energy of 6.3 kcal/mol at a pH of 8.2 or 8.3 kcal/mol at pH of 6.7.  These favorable 

energetics indicate that we can expect both species to be accessible even at low pH 

conditions, though the formation of 2 may be slowed by a decrease in pH. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. A mechanism for the possible conversion of 1 to 2 via bicarbonate 

deprotonation and the ejection of a water molecule.  All energies are reported with 

respect to 1 for pH=8.2 and free energies of activation are given for individual 
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microscopic steps.  Charges and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated at the 

upper right and upper left of structures, respectively. 

 

The kinetic availability of 3 was also examined and a feasible mechanism for its 

formation was determined (Figure 3.3).  The transformation of 2 to 3 occurs in a very 

similar manner to the generation of 2, with the deprotonation of the remaining 

bicarbonate ligand occurring at a similar pKa of 12.9, corresponding to a 

thermodynamically unfavorable energy of 6.7 kcal/mol at a pH of 8.2.  Again, the aqua-

group is predicted to leave during the concerted formation of a Cu-O bond to the newly 

formed carbonate ligand.  This bond formation step is predicted to proceed with a low 

stepwise energy of 1.8 kcal/mol; however, this transition state possesses a global free 

energy barrier of 8.5 kcal/mol at a pH of 8.2 or 12.5 kcal/mol at a pH of 6.7.  These 

energies indicate that while formation of 3 is possible at a neutral pH, the generation of 

the exclusively bidentate complex may only occur at sufficiently slow CV scan rates. 

 

 
Figure 3.3. A mechanism for the conversion of 2 to 3 via bicarbonate deprotonation and 

the ejection of a water molecule.  All energies are reported with respect to 1 for a pH of 

8.2 and free energies of activation are given for individual microscopic steps.  Charges 

and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated at the upper right and upper left of 

structures, respectively. 
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In an effort to verify the accuracy of the M11-L energies for the conversion of 1 to 3, 

single-point calculations were performed using B3LYP, B3LYP-D2, and B3LYP*, which 

has recently been verified for its accuracy in modeling water oxidation reactions (Figure 

3.4).157  B3LYP-D2 and M11-L possessed good agreement for the energies of 1, 2, and 3, 

however both B3LYP and B3LYP* predicted 3 to be the thermodynamically favored 

species for all experimentally considered conditions.  However, examining the 

elementary reaction steps provided additional insight into the strengths and weaknesses 

of all the possible density functional methods. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Energies for the reactivity of Cu(II) complexes at pH=8.2 calculated using 

single point energies for multiple density functionals. 
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It is important to note that the three B3LYP functionals differ from each other only 

in their predictions for the energies of the deprotonation steps and the release of the 

explicit water molecules.  The predicted pKa values of the bicarbonate ligands differ 

systematically with M11-L>>B3LYP-D2>B3LYP>B3LYP*, resulting in B3LYP* 

stabilizing the deprotonated structures by over 5 kcal/mol as compared to M11-L.  This 

behavior indicates that the inclusion of non-local Hartree-Fock and dispersion corrections 

help stabilize the protonated system.  In a similar manner B3LYP and B3LYP* predict a 

favorable release of explicit water molecules, indicating a large entropic cost for the 

inclusion of water into the reactive complex.  In contrast, B3LYP-D2 predicts the 

inclusion of explicit water molecules to lower the free energy of the complex, indicating 

that in order to make a balanced comparison of energies across species, explicit solvation 

of all complexes may need to be considered.  When analyzed as a whole, the energy 

differences indicate that M11-L is the most accurate choice of density functional as 

B3LYP and B3LYP* tend to over-predict the stability of the deprotonated structures and 

a more complete explicit solvation sphere needs to be considered to properly address the 

accuracy of B3LYP-D2. 

As the possible starting complexes possess very similar free energies, TD-DFT 

calculations were performed for compounds 1, 2, and 3 using M11-L, B3LYP*, and 

B3LYP and were compared to experimental UV-vis data obtained at multiple pH 

conditions in order to clarify the identity of the starting materials (Table 3.1).  The M11-

L results predicted a single absorption peak at 580 nm for the neutral compound 3 with a 

red-shift in the predicted spectra by 22 nm upon the formation of the negatively charged 
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2.  However, upon the formation of 1, a 40 nm blue-shift is predicted in disagreement 

with experimental results, though this discrepancy may be due to a poor description of 

strong interactions with the solvation sphere.  Furthermore, a systematic 100-200nm 

blue-shift is predicted for all M11-L results when compared to the experimental 

spectrum.  Though when all structures are considered, the experimental red-shift of ~30-

50 nm is best supported by a dominance of 2 at a low pH and 3 at a high pH.  Though 

these predicted spectra should be taken cautiously as M11-L has been demonstrated to do 

a poor job predicting excitation energies.158 

 

Table 3.1.  Predicted absorbance peaks for 1, 2, and 3 and comparison to the 

experimental spectra for pH’s 6.7, 8.2 and 10.8. 

Method Complex 1 Complex 2 Complex 3 
M11-L 542 nm 602 nm 580 nm 

B3LYP* 681-557nm 564-493 nm 524-457 nm 
B3LYP 701-567 nm 584-506 nm 540-470 nm 

    
pH 6.7 8.2 10.8 

EXP ~760 ~740 ~710 
 

Additional TD-DFT calculations were performed utilizing B3LYP and B3LYP*, 

with both functionals producing similar results, though B3LYP* predicted all peaks to be 

blue-shifted by ~20 nm due to the lower percent of Hartree-Fock exchange included, and 

both functionals demonstrated a systematic blue-shift of 100-200nm when compared to 

the experimental data.  The most notable feature of the B3LYP results was the prediction 

of four adsorption peaks for all complexes, which would result in a broad adsorbance 

spectrum.  However, shifts for the calculated absorbances compare well to the 
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experimental values, with the average absorbance peak for 2 predicted to possess a ~30 

nm red-shift compared to 3, corresponding well to the experimental decrease of the pH 

from 10.8 to 8.2.  In contrast, the average absorbance peak for the theoretical predictions 

of 1 is red-shifted by ~114 nm and predicts significant broadening of the absorbance 

range, neither of which is observed for the experimental UV-vis spectra.  

It is important to note the consistent prediction of ~30 nm redshift in the absorbance 

peak of 2 relative to complex 3.  Coupled with the wildly varying theoretical predictions 

for the absorbance spectra of 1, this UV-vis data indicates the possibility that 2 may be 

the dominant species in the pH range of 6.7 to 8.2.  Though when accounting for a lack of 

agreement on the theoretical spectra of 1, the range of error possible in the TD-DFT 

results, and the accuracy of the calculated pH of equilibrium, the possible presence of 

either 1 or 2 for the pH range of 6.7-8.2 must be considered. 

 

3.3.2. Oxidation Pathways 

With an established set of possible compounds present in a potential free 

environment, the next step was to study the oxidation of each of these three complexes.  

It was assumed that the direct oxidation products involved only the loss of protons, with 

no recruitment of solvent molecules or formation new Cu-O bonds.  Under these 

assumptions, complexes 1-3 all yield very different oxidation pathways and, using the 

M11-L density functional, a speciation diagram was constructed to describe the formation 

of the most stable direct-oxidation products (Figure 3.5). 
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Figure 3.5.  Compounds relevant to initial oxidation steps in copper-bicarbonate 

catalyzed water splitting.  Voltages vs. the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) are 

provided for elementary steps at pH = 8.2.  Charges and spin multiplicities for all species 

are indicated at upper right and upper left of structures, respectively.  
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However, a second one-electron oxidation of 4 can occur with a requisite potential of 

1.67 V to form 5.  This oxidation step involves the simultaneous transfer of a proton from 

each of the bicarbonate ligands to each bound hydroxo group.  Complex 5 is also unique 

in that it possesses unpaired electron spin density delocalized over both carbonate ligands 

coupled anti-ferromagnetically to a doublet copper center.  This indicates that the 

carbonate substituents play a role as non-innocent ligands and that they likely possess 

reactive radical character.  Furthermore, the low energy of this complex with respect to 4 

indicates that the most likely pathway for the formation of 5 is a via a 2H+/2e- PCET 

reaction from complex 1 that can proceed at a potential of 1.76 V at a pH of 6.7, in good 

agreement with the experimental catalytic wave at 1.65 V.   Formation of 5 should 

remain possible at a pH of 8.2 with oxidation of 1 occurring at a potential of 1.69 V, 

within the realm of where mononuclear water oxidation is known to occur. 

It is also important to examine the oxidation of the mixed-coordination complex 2, 

as the energetics and TD-DFT results favor it as a possible ground-state species at a pH 

of 6.7 or 8.2.  The single-electron oxidation of 2 is predicted to feature the deprotonation 

of the bicarbonate ligand, which will allow a proton transfer from the bound aqua-group 

to the newly generated carbonate ligand resulting in the stable complex 6, which 

possesses the singlet electronic structure characteristic of a Cu(III) center.  This oxidation 

is predicted to occur at the relatively low potential of 1.34 V for a pH of 8.2, establishing 

it as a likely candidate for the experimental onset of oxidation at ~1.3 V for this pH.  This 

favorable energy also indicates 6 as a possible intermediate for both first- and second-

order water oxidation at a pH of 8.2. 
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The most likely candidate for direct oxidation of 6 features a PCET reaction 

occurring at the bicarbonate ligand to result in the product species 7.  This ligand 

deprotonation causes the resulting carbonate group to rotate out of the plane, leading to 

the plane of the ligand lying perpendicular to the plane of copper coordination.  This 

rotation of the carbonate group may be due to the generation of unpaired spin density 

localized on the monodentate carbonate ligand, indicating its possible oxidation to 

produce radical character in a similar fashion to that seen for the generation of 5.  The 

oxidative formation of 7 from 6 is predicted to occur at the potential of 1.80 V for a pH of 

8.2, providing a possible explanation for the first-order catalytic wave at high potentials, 

though this high potential indicates that direct formation of 7 does not occur at the neutral 

pH of 6.7.  

Finally, to address possible reactivity at a pH of 10.8, the oxidation products of 

complex 3 were also examined.  A simple one-electron oxidation of 3 is predicted to 

produce the stable closed-shell singlet compound 8 at the low potential of 0.98 V.  This 

theoretical potential may correspond to the experimental onset of oxidation behavior at a 

potential of 1.05 V.  However, further oxidation of this species is unlikely to occur, due 

to the requisite potential of 2.91 V to form the product compound 9, which is well outside 

the range of feasible oxidation potentials.  With a lack of monomeric oxidation products 

it is assumed that complex 8 will undergo dimerization on the electrode surface to form a 

reactive species that can catalyze water oxidation at a potential of 1.46 V. 
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3.3.3. Rearrangements of Oxidized Species 

It should be noted that these direct oxidation products can undergo further reactivity 

to form stable oxidized complexes, which may demonstrate catalytic activity.  When 

considering the formation of possible reactive species it is important to note that the 

products need to be both thermodynamically favored and kinetically accessible.  This is 

especially true for the case of copper-bicarbonate water oxidation, where the catalytic 

behavior has been demonstrated to depend on CV scan rate.  As such, favorable oxidized 

products were identified and the kinetics for their formation under the range of 

experimentally observed conditions was assessed. 

 

3.3.3.1. Thermodynamically Favored Products 

With this thought in mind, a full survey of possible homogenous complexes was 

undertaken and a theoretical pourbaix diagram was constructed for an experimentally 

relevant range of potentials and pH conditions (Figure 3.6).  This representation shows 

the most thermodynamically favored complex for a given set of conditions without 

accounting for kinetically limiting factors.  This set of complexes includes changes in the 

coordination sphere of the copper center, which do not occur for a ground-state Cu(II) 

species.  Specifically, under external potentials the formation of complexes with 

octahedral coordination of three carbonate ligands becomes favored (Figure 3.7).  By 

comparing this equilibrium speciation to the experimental results we can help determine 

the availability of these structures. 
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Figure 3.6.  Theoretical pourbaix diagram of homogenous copper complexes in a 1 M 

bicarbonate solution over a range of experimentally observed potentials and pH values.  

 

 
Figure 3.7.  Thermodynamically accessible tri-carbonate copper complexes.  Charges 

and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated at the upper right and upper left of 

structures, respectively. 
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This examination of the thermodynamically dominant compounds reveals that under 

low pH conditions complex 8 is predicted to be the most stable one-electron oxidized 

species and may form under an external potential of 1.24 V at a pH of 6.7 or 1.06 V at a 

pH of 8.2.  Though it is worth noting that experimentally no oxidation peaks were 

observed at these low potentials and that kinetic factors likely prevent oxidation from 

occurring.  Specifically, the oxidative generation of 8 is expected to be rate limited by the 

generation of the precursor complex 3 with significant free energy barriers of formation 

at neutral pH conditions as examined in detail in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2. 

At a pH higher than 8.7 the dominant one-electron oxidized species is predicted to 

switch from the square planar complex 8 to the octahedral 10.  This change in the 

preference of copper coordination is related to a change in the spin state of the copper 

center.  While a singlet Cu(III) metal center favors a square-planar coordination sphere 

such as those found in 4, 6, and 8, by the adoption of a triplet electronic structure the 

coordination of axial ligands becomes feasible.  The formation of these triplet species 

occurs in a less direct mechanism than is predicted for the generation of the singlet 

copper species, as no stable octahedral Cu(II) complexes have been identified.  As a 

result, the formation of an octahedral compound by direct oxidation is impractical and the 

likely precursor for the generation of complex 10 is instead 8, which may be able to 

undergo a spin transformation to form a distorted see-saw triplet complex with an 

endothermic energy of 6.2 kcal/mol, which can then recruit a carbonate molecule from 

solution to form 10.  These limitations to the formation of this triplet Cu(III) complex 

illustrates that despite the fact that compound 10 is predicted as the most stable species at 
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a pH of 10.8 and a potential as low as 0.89 V, the formation of 10 is unlikely to occur 

until a precursor singlet Cu(III) complex can be formed. 

In a similar manner, the most stable two-electron oxidized complex (11) is an 

octahedral species, which is not predicted to form via direct oxidation from a precursor 

planar complex.  This species is also unique in that it contains a single unpaired electron 

localized on the copper center, which indicates the absence of oxidation of the carbonate 

ligands and the formation of a “true” Cu(IV) center.  This highly oxidized copper center 

is likely stabilized by the presence of three charged carbonate ligands, but unlike the 

Cu(III) center in 10, the coordination of three bidentate ligands is predicted as unstable.  

Instead, one carbonate ligand retains monodentate coordination to the copper center and 

forms a hydrogen bond to an aqua-group that is recruited at the open metal site.  This 

difference in coordination may be attributed to the tight bite angle of carbonate ligands 

and the need for monodentate ligands that can better adapt to the needs of the Cu(IV) 

coordination sphere. 

It is important to note that despite being the most stable two-electron oxidized 

species, 11 is only predicted to be the dominant copper complex under potentials higher 

than those where catalytic water oxidation has been experimentally observed.  This 

energetic destabilization of the two-electron oxidized species can be attributed to the low 

free energies of 8 and 10, which are expected to be kinetically limited and experience 

minimal formation under acidic and neutral conditions.  Under basic conditions, no 

generation of monomeric two-electron oxidized species is expected, as experimental 
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results indicate a preferential formation of the di-nuclear catalytic species under these 

conditions.  

In an effort to assess the possible presence of homogenous di-nuclear species, a 

thermodynamic survey of these complexes was undertaken for comparison to the 

monomeric species, with calculations assuming a total copper concentration of 5 mM in 

agreement with experimental results, allowing the identification of the most stable di-

nuclear species (Figure 3.8).  In the absence of an external potential, the lowest energy di-

nuclear species was identified as the bis(µ-hydroxo) bridged complex 12, which contains 

two square-planar Cu(II) centers ferromagnetically coupled to produce a triplet state.  

However, this dimeric species possesses a free energy 14.0 kcal/mol above the 

comparable mono-nuclear complex 3, indicating the low likelihood of a di-nuclear 

species being present in a potential-free environment. 

 

 

Figure 3.8.  The thermodynamically most favorable homogenous di-nuclear copper 

complexes.  Charges and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated at the upper right 

and upper left of structures, respectively. 
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In the presence of an external potential, the surveyed di-nuclear complexes also 

demonstrated an ability to form stable octahedral copper centers in a similar manner to 

the mono-nuclear case, with the lowest energy oxidized copper dimer (13) containing a 

bis(µ-hydroxo) bridge that ferromagnetically couples two triplet octahedral Cu(III) 

centers, with the di-nuclear complex formation likely occurring through a hydroxide 

initiated dimerization of the triplet analog of 8.  At the basic pH of 10.8, this oxidized 

dimer may be thermodynamically available with a free energy penalty of 2.1 kcal/mol 

with respect to two equivalents of 8, or 7.9 kcal/mol with respect to the thermodynamic 

ground-state species 10, and at a pH of 8.2, 13 possesses a free energy of 9.2 kcal/mol 

above the ground-state species 8.  These energies indicate the thermodynamic 

accessibility of 13 under this range of pH conditions.  Unfortunately, no di-nuclear 

complexes of this oxidation state have been found to demonstrate the ability to form O-O 

bonds and 13 is predicted to undergo a 1e- oxidation to produce the most stable 3 e- 

oxidized di-nuclear species (14) at a potential of 1.73 V, well above the experimental 

oxidation peak.  The energetic difficulty of both oxidation and O-O bond formation 

indicates that while 13 may play a key role in dimer formation, the generation of the 

reactive form likely takes place at the heterogenous surface, in agreement with the film 

formation experimentally observed for di-nuclear water oxidation.44  This survey also 

demonstrates that no homogenous di-nuclear species is expected to be in direct 

thermodynamic competition with the mono-nuclear complexes under experimental 

conditions and as such their role in mono-nuclear water oxidation pathways is predicted 

to be minimal. 
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3.3.3.2. Kinetically Accessible Structures 

The disagreement between the energies of the thermodynamically favored structures 

and experimental oxidation peaks illustrates the importance of considering the kinetic 

availability of oxidized species.  These kinetic pathways need to be considered for both 

the availability of reduced precursor complexes and the generation of the multiple low 

energy product species not available via direct oxidation pathways such as 10 and 11.  

Though most importantly, due to the key role that protonation of these species plays in 

the energetics of reactive pathways, the pH of the solution needs to be considered when 

evaluating possible reaction mechanisms and free energy barriers. 

At the experimentally relevant pH of 6.7, the dominant candidates for oxidative 

products include 5, 6, and 8, with thermodynamic energies for favorable formation of 

these species at 1.76, 1.55 and 1.24 V respectively.  Though it is important to note that 

the oxidative formation of 6 requires the generation of the precursor 2, whose production 

from the equilibrium species 1 will occur with a barrier of 7.7 kcal/mol.  In a similar 

manner the generation of 8 will be limited by a 12.5 kcal/mol free energy barrier for the 

production of the precursor 3.  These energetics may limit the formation of 6 and 8 so 

that the oxidative generation of 5 becomes favorable under these conditions and results in 

the lack of oxidation peaks below 1.65 V.  As such, the low potential generation of the 

Cu(III) complexes 6 and 8 would only be expected at slower CV scan rates. 

At the experimental pH of 8.2, the dominant candidates for direct oxidative products 

include 5, 6, and 8 with thermodynamic energies for favorable formation at 1.69, 1.38 

and 1.06 V respectively.  At this pH, the generation of the precursor complexes 2 and 3 
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possess free energy barriers of 6.3 and 8.5 kcal/mol respectively.  When these values are 

compared to experimental oxidation peaks, the onset of oxidation at ~1.4 V indicates that 

the formation 6 is feasible, but that the formation of 8 is kinetically forbidden.  As a 

result, the presence of 1 and 6 in solution indicates that the first order catalytic wave may 

be attributed to the oxidative formation of either 5 or 7 under experimental conditions.   

In addition, the availability of 6 at potentials below 1.55 V indicates that the slow scan 

rate requirement for second-order water oxidation may be due to the slow formation of a 

surface bound dinuclear complex from the monomeric precursor 6.  This dimer species is 

then expected to oxidize to a catalytically active form at the electrode surface at 1.55 V. 

At the pH of 10.8, compound 8 is predicted to be the exclusive direct oxidation 

product at a potential of 1.0 V, as addressed earlier.  This species is then expected to 

undergo dimerization at the electrode surface to form a reactive species that can be 

further oxidized at a potential of 1.46 V.  The stable nature of 8 and possible presence of 

10 causes the formation of two-electron oxidized complexes such as 11 to be unfavorable 

at these low potentials and as a result the formation of a reactive monomeric water 

oxidation catalyst is unexpected at this basic pH. 

First-order water oxidation is predicted to occur solely under conditions where we 

expect the formation of 5 or 7, but it has been established that these complexes are not the 

lowest energy two-electron oxidized species.  As such, there is a clear need to identify the 

kinetics and reactivity of these two complexes, starting with chemical transformation of 5 

into 7 (Figure 3.9).  Complex 5 can release an aqua-group by cleavage of the Cu-O bond 

via rotation of the oxygen atom away from the copper center with a free energy barrier of 
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4.3 kcal/mol to generate 15, which contains a loosely coordinated water molecule.  This 

water molecule can then fully disassociate with an exothermic energy of 2.5 kcal to form 

16.  Upon the formation of 16, the carbonate ligand can establish a second Cu-O bond to 

the copper center to generate a bidentate ligand with a step-wise energy barrier of 1.7 

kcal/mol and a global free energy barrier of 3.4 kcal/mol to generate 17.  This bond 

formation transfers the unpaired electron spin from the carbonate ligand to the metal 

center to form a singlet Cu(III) center and a single non-innocent carbonate ligand.  With a 

pKa of 2.1, the aqua-group on 17 can then be readily deprotonated to form 7 under any 

experimentally studied pH.  With a 4.3 kcal/mol barrier and a downhill energy of 4.8 

kcal/mol at a pH of 8.2, 7 can be rapidly generated from 5 under all experimental 

conditions in addition to the possible oxidative production of 7 from 6 at a pH of 8.2. 

 

Figure 3.9.  Mechanism for the conversion of  5 to 7.  All energies are given with respect 

to complex 5 and a pH of 8.2 with free energies of activation reported for individual 

microscopic steps.  Charges and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated at the 

upper right and upper left of structures, respectively. 
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This bond formation involves the transfer of electron density from the copper center to 

the carbonate ligand, eliminating the non-innocent character of the ligand and 

establishing a Cu(IV) center.  Once this Cu-O bond is formed, a free bicarbonate 

molecule may coordinate to the copper center at the remaining free axial site to generate 

the energetically favored 19.  A final proton transfer from the bicarbonate ligand to the 

hydroxo group generates 11 with an energy 7.9 kcal/mol lower than 7 and a low 3.4 

kcal/mol free energy barrier that assures the rapid generation of 11.  As a result, all 

monomeric water oxidation pathways should consider 11 as the energetic ground state 

when calculating the rates of O-O bond formation.    

 

 

Figure 3.10.  Mechanism for the conversion of 7 to 11.  All energies are given with 

respect to complex 5 and a pH of 8.2 with free energies of activation reported for 

individual microscopic steps.  Charges and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated 

at the upper right and upper left of structures, respectively. 
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bond formation pathway will be a square-planar Cu(II) complex.  As such, despite its 

stability, the octahedral 11 is an unlikely precursor for water oxidation and instead 

remains as the thermodynamic ground state structure with all thermodynamic barriers 

considered with respect to this species.  Instead focus was placed on the reactivity of the 

two most stable square-planar two-electron oxidized species, the di-aqua monodenate 

complex 5 and the mono-aqua mixed coordination complex 7, and their respective 

abilities to catalyze water oxidation. 

 

3.3.4.1. Mono-Aqua Water Oxidation Pathways 

The lowest energy square-planar complex, 7, was the first examined for possible O-

O bond formation pathways, with the most favorable mechanism proceeding through the 

formation of a hydrogen peroxycarbonate group (Figure 3.11).  This reaction occurs 

through a pathway in which the radical carbonate group undergoes a coupling mechanism 

with the hydroxo ligand to form an O-O bond, with the excess electron density shifting to 

the metal center to re-establish a Cu(II) unit.  This reaction proceeds with a low stepwise 

barrier of 7.8 kcal/mol, which translates into a global free energy barrier of 15.7 kcal/mol 

with respect to 11.   This radical-coupling mechanism results in the formation of 18, 

which contains a hydrogen peroxycarbonate ligand and a free energy 0.4 kcal/mol lower 

than 11, insuring the favorable formation of the O-O bond.  The product complex 18 can 

then be readily deprotonated to generate the peroxycarbonate ligand found in 19 with a 

favorable formation for pHs above 5.1, allowing the production of this species under all 

available experimental conditions. 
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Figure 3.11. Mechanism of peroxycarbonate forming pathways using 7 and its 

protonated analogs, 20 and 23 as starting materials.  Relative free energies are reported 

with respect to 5 for a pH of 8.2 with free energies of activation given for the individual 

microscopic steps.  Charges and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated at the 

upper right and upper left of structures, respectively. 
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resulting hydrogen peroxycarbonate complex 21 can proceed via the protonation of the 

carbonate analog 18 with a pKa of 8.2, indicating the possible generation of this species 

under available experimental conditions.  The hydrogen peroxy unit of complex 21 can 

then be deprotonated with a favorable pKa to produce the peroxycarbonate ligand 

contained in 22, which is predicted to be preferred at a pH of 6.7, though at a pH of 8.2 

the carbonate containing analog 19 is predicted to provide the lowest energy pathway.   

The alternative protonation of the available carbonate ligands in 7 places the proton 

upon the monodentate carbonate ligand to form 23.  However, this reaction is unlikely to 

occur as the formation of 23 possesses a pKa of -3.9 and a significant global free energy 

barrier of 35.6 kcal/mol is associated with the formation of the O-O bond.  The increase 

of this energetic barrier is likely due to the decreased electron availability for the 

formation of the O-O bond.  This inactivating property of protonation is further illustrated 

by the unfavorable nature of the hydrogenperoxybicarbonate ligand in 24, which 

possesses a pKa of -5.7 with respect to 18.  This energetic penalty is slightly decreased 

for the peroxybicarbonate analog 25, though the generation of any of these species 

remains unfavorable with respect to the O-O bond formation pathways of both 19 and 22. 

A final available mechanism for the formation of a peroxycarbonate ligand from 7 

involves the generation of the copper-oxo complex 26 (Figure 3.12).  With a pKa of 

formation of 13.1, the creation of this deprotonated species is unfavorable, but a global 

free energy of 14.8 kcal/mol at a pH of 8.2 may allow for the formation of 26 as an 

intermediate.  Once formed, the monodentate carbonate ligand can attack the newly 

generated oxo-group with an transition state energy of 4.3 kcal/mol uphill to form the 
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previously described complex 19.  This translates to a global free energy of 18.3 

kcal/mol, indicating that the formation of the O-O bond is slightly favored for the 

hydroxo-containing system.  This preference in pathways largely stems from the high-

energy proccess of deprotonating the hydroxo-group of 7 outweighing the increased 

reactivity provided by the electron rich oxo-ligand. 

 

 

Figure 3.12. Mechanism of a peroxycarbonate forming pathway proceeding through an 

oxo-containing intermediate.  Relative free energies are reported with respect to 5 for a 

pH of 8.2 and free energies of activation are given for individual microscopic steps.  

Charges and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated at the upper right and upper 

left of structures, respectively. 

 

As the peroxycarbonate complex most likely to form at a pH of 8.2, 19 was 

examined for further reactivity and found to readily oxidize into a closed-shell singlet 

species 27 at a potential of 1.10 V (Figure 3.13).  Complex 27 can best be described as a 

Cu(III) peroxycarbonate product, and no pathway for the cleavage of the C-O 

peroxycarbonate bond was discovered for this species.  However, conversion to the triplet 

species 28 is energetically feasible with a S-T splitting of 3.7 kcal/mol, where analysis of 

the spin density indicates the formation of a Cu(II) doublet center coupled 
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ferromagnetically to an unpaired electron delocalized over the peroxy substituent, with 

this non-innocent ligand character allowing for further reactivity.  Additionally, the 

possible reduction of the reactive 28 may also explain a re-reduction peak seen 

experimentally at ~1.25 V at fast scan rates, as eirther 27 or 28 may persist with short 

lifetimes in solution.44 

 

 

Figure 3.13. Mechanism for the possible oxidation of 19 into a singlet or triplet species 

with possible subsequent interconversion.  The energies for two- and three-electron 

oxidized species are given with respect to 5 and 27 respectively with all energies 

assuming a pH of 8.2, and voltages vs. NHE are provided for elementary steps.  Charges 

and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated at the upper right and upper left of 

structures, respectively. 

 

The formation of the reactive triplet complex 28 allows for a retro-cyclization 

reaction characterized by the simultaneous cleavage of a Cu-O and C-O bond, resulting in 

the elimination of CO2 with a mild free energy barrier of 3.4 kcal/mol (Figure 3.14).  
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However, the transition state possesses a global free energy barrier of 7.1 kcal/mol when 

compared to 27 and would account for 27 or 28 persisting over short time scales.  The 

resulting product of this retro-cyclization reaction contains a CO2 molecule over 2.9 Å 

distant from the copper center, indicating its complete release.  The favorable ejection of 

this CO2 group is further illustrated by the fact that upon the removal of the carbon 

dioxide molecule from the explicit solvation shell, the complex is stabilized by a further 

11.7 kcal/mol due to a preferred interaction with the implicit solvent.  This remaining 

complex can best be described as a doublet Cu(II) center ferromagnetically coupled to a 

superoxo-radical ligand as indicated by the spin-density calculated for both 29 and 30. 

 

 

Figure 3.14.  Mechanism for the release of CO2(g) from the catalytic complex.  The 

energies for two- and three- electron oxidized species are given with respect to 5 and 27 

respectively with all energies assuming a pH of 8.2, free energies of activation reported 

for individual microscopic steps, and voltages vs. NHE provided for elementary steps.  

Charges and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated at the upper right and upper 

left of structures, respectively. 
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A similar degradation pathway was mapped out for 22, which was established as the 

dominant Cu(II) peroxycarbonate species under low pH conditions.  The oxidation of 22 

is predicted to occur at a potential of 1.38 V, with exclusive production of the triplet 

species 31 due to a weaker stabilization of the oxidized metal center.  Formation of this 

complex is disfavored over the production of the protonated analog 28 due to the reduced 

availability of stabilizing electron density.  However, the neutral charge of the system 

favors the retro-cyclization reaction with a global free energy barrier of 5.9 kcal/mol at a 

pH of 6.7, which proves to favor this bond cleavage for the protonated system under 

these low pH conditions.  However, it is of note that both the product copper-CO2 

complex and the superoxo radical species are calculated to be more stable for the 

protonated system under all experimental pH conditions, though similar geometric and 

electronic structures were calculated for both protonation states. 

The release of O2 from the system was examined for both 30 and 33 (Figure 3.15), 

though the direct cleavage of the Cu-O bond for these compounds is impractical.  

However, both complexes are vulnerable to oxidation at a weak potential and can 

generate a product quartet species characterized by triplet molecular oxygen coupled 

ferromagnetically to a d9 Cu(II) center with a Cu-O distance of over 2.9 Å, which 

indicates the complete release of molecular oxygen.  This spontaneous bond cleavage is 

predicted to occur in a concerted manner with the oxidation of the superoxo group with 

the low energy of oxidation allowing for a kinetically facile reaction pathway.  Additional 

energetic stabilization is provided by the complete release of O2 from the reactive 

complex to form the Cu(II) species 35 or 37.  
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Figure 3.15. Mechanism for the release of O2(g) from the catalytic complex.  The energy 

for three- and four-electron oxidized species are given with respect to 27 and 34 

respectively with all energies accounting for a pH of 8.2, and voltages vs. NHE provided 

for elementary steps.  Charges and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated at the 

upper right and upper left of structures, respectively. 

 

The potential at which oxidative formation of these species occurs reflects a 
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complex 2 with a thermodynamic driving force of 14.0 kcal/mol with respect to 34, 

insuring the completion of the catalytic cycle under any range of pH conditions. 

Due to the unique nature of this water oxidation mechanism, investigation of 

alternate O-O bond formation pathways using a bidentate carbonate ligand were 

investigated with the most favorable competing pathway examined here (Figure 3.16).  

Although the hydroxo ligand of the starting complex 7 showed little activity towards the 

formation of an O-O bond, the oxo-containg 26 provides a reasonable site for water-

nucleophilic attack to occur, which is a common reaction mechanism for other mono-

nuclear water oxidation catalysts.159-162  Complex 26 may recruit a water molecule with a 

0.6 kcal/mol penalty associated with the entropic cost of forming the pre-reactive 

complex, allowing for the water molecule to be supported by hydrogen bonds to the 

carbonate ligand and the oxo-group.  This reaction pathway proceeds via a rotation of the 

oxygen atom on the water molecule towards the activated oxo-group, forming an O-O 

bond while concurrently transferring a proton to the carbonate group, with a stepwise 

transition state energy of 21.0 kcal/mol.  This activated water nucleophilic attack 

produces a hydrogenperoxo group 1.8 kcal/mol lower in energy than the starting complex 

7, illustrating a mildly exothermic reaction.  However, when compared to other chemical 

mechanisms, this pathway possesses a global free energy barrier of 33.7 kcal/mol, 

approximately 15.2 kcal/mol higher than predicted for the generation of the 

peroxycarbonate ligand contained in compound 18.   The large free energy barrier for this 

water nucleophilic attack helps underlie the favorable nature of generating the O-O bond 

through the use of an activated carbonate ligand.  
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Figure 3.16.  Mechanism of O-O bond formation via water nucleophilic attack for a 

bidentate carbonate ligand system.  Relative free energies are reported with respect to 5 

for a pH of 8.2 and free energies of activation are given for individual microscopic steps.  

Charges and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated at the upper right and upper 

left of structures, respectively. 
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energetically favored hydroxo containing compound is predicted to form via the 

deprotonation of 5 with a pka of 10.7.  This product complex possesses a free energy of 
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preference for the formation of the mono-aqua analog 7. 
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Figure 3.17. Mechanism for the formation of three reactive hydroxo containing 

complexes.  Relative free energies are reported with respect to 5 for a pH of 8.2 and 

energies of activation are given for individual microscopic steps.  Charges and spin 

multiplicities for all species are indicated at the upper right and upper left of structures, 

respectively. 
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formation of the trans-hydroxo/bicarbonate ligand system found in complex 43, which 

possesses an energy 0.7 kcal/mol higher than the analogous complex 41, indicating the 

slight preference of for allowing the hydroxo and bicarbonate groups to support each 

other through hydrogen bonding.  However, it is clear that the formation of a hydroxo-

ligand for the mono-aqua systems is favored and that the reactivity of these diaqua 

complexes will be impeded by the elevated energies of the hydroxo containing species. 

Despite the high-energy of formation for these three activated species, all complexes 

maintain a reactive carbonate radical substituent placed in close proximity to the 

hydroxo-ligand.  This similarity to the mono-aqua system allows for an examination of 

the impact of an additional aqua-ligand to the copper-coordination sphere on the 

formation of the critical peroxycarbonate goup (Figure 3.18).  Complex 40 serves as a 

hydrated analog to 7 and the radical coupling of the hydroxo and carbonate ligands is 

predicted to occur in a similar fashion, with a 1.3 kcal/mol lowering of the stepwise free 

energy barrier indicating that the transition state energy may be stabilized by the 

increased O-C-O angle provided by the monodentate ligands.  However, the transition 

state possesses a global free energy of 22.7 kcal/mol due to the high-energy character of 

the starting complex.  The product hydrogenperoxycarbonate complex 44 lays 14.0 

kcal/mol downhill in energy, ensuring its favorable formation, but possesses a free energy 

3.6 kcal/mol above the mono-aqua complex 18.  In addition, 44 also possesses a slightly 

higher pKa for the peroxy hydrogen, further increasing the difficulty of generating the 

product peroxycarbonate ligand with respect to the analogous complex 19.  
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Figure 3.18. Mechanism of peroxocarbonate forming pathways using activated di-aqua 

complexes as a starting material.  Relative free energies are reported with respect to 5 for 

a pH of 8.2 and free energies of activation are given for individual microscopic steps.  

Charges and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated at the upper right and upper 

left of structures, respectively. 
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indicates that the electron withdrawing bicarbonate ligand has a greater impact than the 

electron rich hydroxo-ligand.  As a result, the stable product species 47 is preferred over 

the aqua/carbonate analog 45 and may be formed via an intramolecular proton transfer in 

a barrierless process.  The generation of 47 can then be expected by either the formation 

of the precursor complex 45 or by the recruitment of a hydoxide molecule by the mono-

aqua bicarbonate complex 22 with an endothermic energy of 3.0 kcal/mol, demonstrating 

a continued preference for the electron poor mono-aqua system. 

The water oxidation pathway was also examined for the protonated complex 43 to 

assess the impact of the electron withdrawing bicarbonate ligand.   However, the 

formation of the peroxycarbonate group for this system is unlikely to occur despite the 

low stepwise barrier for O-O bond formation of 0.6 kcal/mol, as the high energy of the 

precursor complex translates to a global free energy barrier of 27.7 kcal/mol.  This 

elevated transition state energy stands in contrast to the product complex 48, which is 

equi-energetic with the favorable bidentate bicarbonate containing compound 21.  With 

the direct formation of the O-O bond from 43 forbidden, the most likely route for the 

generation of 48 is via the recruitment of a water molecule by 21.  In addition, this low 

energy is further enhanced by the greater acidity of the peroxycarbonate group, due to the 

increased electron withdrawing character of the bicarbonate/aqua ligand system over the 

deprotonated or bidentate analog compounds.  

The oxidative activation and susbsequent degradation of these peroxycarbonate 

ligands was examined and compared to the mono-aqua pathways (Figure 3.19).  The 

oxidation of the aqua/carbonate 45 was predicted to occur at a potential of 1.23 V with 
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the dominant product predicted to be the triplet species 50, indicating a preference for the 

formation of a peroxy-radical over the generation of a charged Cu(III) center.  Despite 

this favoring of Cu(II), the formation of the peroxycarbonate radical species is predicted 

to occur at a potential similar to that found for the bidentate system, indicating that the 

inclusion of an aqua-ligand destabilizes the Cu(III) system, but has little impact on the 

oxidation of the peroxycarbonate group.  Although the formation of the triplet complex is 

predicted to occur at a similar potential, the monodentate carbonate species lays 4.4 

kcal/mol above the bidentate triplet analog due to the higher energy of the reduced 

precursor for the aqua/carbonate system.  In a similar fashion, both triplet complexes 

possess near identical energies for both the barrier and product complexes of the retro-

cyclization reaction as well as for the release of CO2.  In addition, all of these complexes 

demonstrate similar geometric and electronic properties for the reactive peroxycarbonate 

group, which when coupled with the energetic values indicates that the recruitment of a 

water molecule only impacts the pathway by a ~4 kcal/mol destabilization of the copper 

coordination sphere and has little effect on the degradation of the peroxycarbonate ligand. 
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Figure 3.19.  (Previous Page) Mechanism for the release of CO2(g) from catalytic the 

complex.  The energies for two- and three-electron oxidized species are given with 

reference to 5 and 27 respectively with all energies assuming a pH of 8.2, free energies of 

activation reported for individual microscopic steps, and voltages vs. NHE provided for 

elementary oxidation steps.  Charges and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated 

at the upper right and upper left of structures, respectively. 

 

The pathway for the release of CO2 from the hydroxo/bicarbonate containing system 

was also examined in order to determine the impact of the proton transfer.  The oxidation 

of the peroxycarbonate ligand in 47 was predicted to occur at 1.24 V to generate the 

triplet species, with a potential comparable to the aqua/carbonate system indicating that 

the choice of ligand protonation has little impact on the electron density of the 

peroxycarbonate ligand.  However, the subsequent retrocyclization reaction is predicted 

to occur with a product and stepwise free energy barrier lower than predicted for the 

aqua/carbonate system but higher then expected for the bidentate bicarbonate complex, 

indicating that the inclusion of the hydroxo ligand destabilizes the superoxo radical 

species less than the protonation of the carbonate ligand.  However, the change in ligand 

system had little impact on the release of CO2 from the product complex.   

The oxidative activation of 49 is of specific interest, as this complex is predicted to 

be the most stable Cu(II) peroxycarbonate species and can help to assess the impact of 

the protonation of the carbonate ligand and the recruitment of a water molecule to the 

copper coordination sphere.  The oxidation of 49 is predicted to occur at 1.31 V to 
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exclusively produce the triplet species, with the recruitment of an aqua group 

preferentially stabilizing the oxidized peroxycarbonate ligand compared to the bidentate 

bicarbonate complex, though oxidation is predicted to occur at potentials higher than for 

the more negatively charged systems.  This high oxidation potential is offset by the lower 

energy of the starting material, resulting in 56 possessing an equivalent energy to the 

triplet peroxycarbonate 28, though formation of the aqua/bicarbonate system will be 

preferred under low pH conditions.  The stability of 56 is supported by the fact that it 

possesses the highest stepwise free energy barrier for the retro-cyclization reaction, 

though this translates to a reasonable global free energy barrier of 7.6 kcal/mol as 

compared to the singlet species 27.  In addition, the energy of the product complex 57 

demonstrates the stabilizing influence of electron poor ligands on the product superoxo 

radical species as the only ligand system with a lower free energy is the bidentate 

bicarbonate complex, indicating that the possible loss of an aqua ligand may occur 

concurrently with the release of CO2. 

The oxidation of these superoxo complexes was predicted to occur in a similar 

manner as found for the bidentate ligand systems, with an oxidation of the peroxo-group 

generating molecular oxygen in a barrierless process (Figure 3.20).  The oxidation of the 

aqua/carbonate containing complex 52 is predicted to occur at a potential slightly lower 

than calculated for the bidentate system with the subsequent complete release of O2 

occurring at a slightly smaller exothermic energy than for the monodentate case.  The 

difference in these energetic steps likely reflects a stabilization of the oxidized 

intermediate by the aqua containing system, which may be due to either the open 
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coordination sphere around the copper center or an increase in electron donation from the 

additional aqua ligand.  It is important to note that due to the high energy of the initial 

complex 52, the aqua/carbonate system is unfavorable in energy and the recruitment of a 

water molecule by the bidentate coordinated system is unlikely to occur. 

 

 

Figure 3.20. Mechanism for the release of O2(g) for the di-aqua containing pathways.  

The energies for three- and four-electron oxidized species are reported in reference to 27 

and 34 respectively with all energies accounting for a pH of 8.2 and with voltages vs. 

NHE provided for elementary steps.  Charges and spin multiplicities for all species are 

indicated at the upper right and upper left of structures, respectively. 
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pathway to the tautomer species 52.  Complex 55 is predicted to undergo an oxidation of 
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of O2, indicating that proton transfer has little impact on the energetics of these pathways.  

When compared to the bicarbonate complex 33, a decrease in both the oxidation potential 

and the exothermic energy of O2 release demonstrates that the recruitment of a hydroxo-

group aids in product stabilization through the addition of electron donating character.  

Finally, the oxidation of the aqua/bicarbonate complex 58 is of importance as this 

compound is predicted to be the most stable superoxo radical species and to undergo 

oxidation at a potential of 0.54 V to form a quartet complex.   This energy reflects a 

favorable oxidation in comparison to the bidentate system due to the electron donating 

aqua-ligand.  However, both bicarbonate species show a similar energy for the release of 

O2, though the lower oxidation energy results in a favoring of the aqua/bicarbonate 

system by 2.0 kcal/mol.  The low energy of this pathway compares favorably with the 

bidentate carbonate pathway, with the monodentate system dominating at a pH of 6.7.  

Furthermore, the recruitment of an additional bicarbonate and water molecule allows for 

the reformation of the starting complex 1 with an exothermic energy of 7.2 kcal/mol with 

respect to 64, offering a completion of the catalytic cycle for low pH systems. 

Mechanisms including a peroxycarbonate intermediate offer the most favorable di-

aqua water oxidation pathways, but water nucleophilic attack mechanisms for O-O bond 

formation were examined with the most energetically favorable pathway described here 

for comparison (Figure 3.21).  However, it is of note that an oxo-ligand is needed to 

provide a site where water nucleophilic attack may occur.  The most likely pathway to 

form this reactive oxo-group uses 40 as a starting material and proceeds via an 

intramolecular proton transfer from the hydroxy-group to the carbonate ligand to form 63 
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with an endothermic energy of 8.1 kcal/mol.  The subsequent recruitment of a water 

molecule from solution to form a pre-reactive complex is predicted to occur with a low 

free energy.  The remaining carbonate ligand can then abstract a proton from this loosely 

coordinated water molecule, which can undergo a concerted water nucleophilic attack 

upon the oxo-group, with a stepwise free energy barrier of 13.6 kcal/mol.  This reaction 

generates a final product of 65, which contains a stable hydrogen peroxo group supported 

by hydrogen bonding with a bicarbonate ligand.  Unfortunately the global free energy 

barrier for the formation of this complex is 36.9 kcal/mol relative to 11, leading to a 

continued preference for O-O bond formation through pathways including 

peroxycarbonate intermediates. 

 

 

Figure 3.21.  Formation of a peroxo group via water nucleophilic attack for a system 

with monodentate ligands.  Relative free energies are reported with respect to 5 for a pH 

of 8.2 and free energies of activation are given for individual microscopic steps. Charges 

and spin multiplicities for all species are indicated at the upper right and upper left of 

structures, respectively. 
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is exemplified by the availability multiple protonation states, binding motifs and the 

redox non-innocent nature of the carbonate ligands.  All of these properties are needed to 

explain the cyclic voltammetry of the copper solution, as three complexes are available in 

the ground state and mild free energy barriers allows for the dominance of a single 

complex at a given pH.  This results in three separate oxidative pathways that can 

generate a mix of Cu(III) and carbonate radical species that can rapidly interconvert once 

formed.  However, it is the presence of the highly oxidized non-innocent ligands found in 

5 or 7 that allows for monomeric water oxidation and requires the use of large external 

potentials. 

Once these highly oxidized compounds are formed, a wide range of ligand 

rearrangements can take place, including the formation of the stable octahedral Cu(IV) 

complex 11.  However, this compound is catalytically inactive and fast O-O bond 

formation is predicted to occur solely through the radical coupling of the carbonate and 

hydroxo-groups found in 7, with all other pathways for O-O bond formation predicted to 

be significantly higher in energy.  After the formation of this hydrogen peroxycarbonate 

ligand, several pathways for the release of O2 and CO2 are available, but mainly differ in 

the identity of the supporting ligands. 

Under all conditions, the catalytic pathway is predicted to proceed through the 

formation of a peroxycarbonate group that can be oxidized to form a reactive triplet 

species.  This complex can either be re-reduced at ~1.25 V at fast scan rates, or undergo a 

retro-cylization reaction with a low free energy barrier.  This results in the loss of CO2 

from the complex, leaving behind a Cu(II)-superoxo radical species that can be oxidized 
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at the peroxo group to spontaneously release triplet O2 from the remaining complex and 

finally recruit bicarbonate and water molecules from solution to reform the starting 

materials.  This process can occur with a wide range of supporting ligands, but the most 

favorable pathway at high pH conditions utilizes a bidentate carbonate ligand and at a 

low pH favors the use of a mono-dentate aqua/bicarbonate ligand system.  However, the 

low free energy difference between binding motifs indicates that both forms occur in 

solution and that changes in the copper coordination sphere likely happen rapidly after 

the kinetically limited formation of 18. 

When compared to other water oxidation catalysts, this monomeric system 

demonstrates both a fast turn-over frequency and a large overpotential.  These traits can 

be explained by the need to oxidize the carbonate ligand system, which takes place only 

at high potentials, but allows for the rapid formation of a peroxycarbonate group.  This 

ligand can then be oxidized to release O2 and CO2, which can reform carbonate and 

bicarbonate in solution, allowing for the high degree of durability shown experimentally.  

Though future work needs to be performed to properly identify the nature of the 

heterogeneous dinuclear catalytic system and whether similar copper water oxidation 

catalysts also utilize a radical coupling mechanism for O-O bond formation. 
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Chapter 4.  Adsorption of Nitrogen-Rich Aromatic Groups to Aluminum 

Containing Surfaces 

 

4.1. Introduction 

There is currently a desire to understand how both high-energy compounds (HECs) 

and industrial byproducts bind to minerals, soil components and industrial materials in 

order to understand the impact of these substances upon the environment.163-167  

Specifically, the abundance of aluminum-based surfaces in both nature and industry 

makes these compounds important possible substrates for the binding of environmental 

contaminants.168-170  To understand the interactions of these adsorbates and surfaces, 

computational methods were employed to examine these interfaces at a molecular level.  

Special attention was placed on alumina surfaces as they can be found in industrial 

materials,171-173 natural minerals,168,169 and serve as model systems for a range of metal 

oxide surfaces.174-176  

The aluminum metal surface, while not present in nature, was also investigated in 

order to provide a reference for other aluminum containing surfaces.  Specifically, the 

(001) aluminum surface was examined as it is comparable to the experimentally relevant 

α-alumina phase and has been demonstrated to generate an alumina surface upon 

oxidation.177-179  The α-alumina phase is of particular interest due to its presence in wear 

resistant coatings,180-182 catalytic substrates183-186 and optics.  Additionally, the (0001) α-

alumina surface has been determined to be the most thermodynamically stable alumina 

phase and is known to contain a variety of terminating groups that may be present in 
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nature, depending upon the environment at the surface.187-189  Under “dry” conditions the 

alumina surface has been found to terminate with a single aluminum atom, with the 

aluminum-terminated surface representing an alumina surface exposed to gas-phase 

adsorbates.190-192  However, in the presence of water, a hydroxyl termination of the 

alumina surface has been experimentally and theoretically identified as the dominant 

configuration, and as such this “wet” surface is a likely substrate for the adsorption of 

environmental contaminants.193-195   In order to accurately address the possible adsorption 

capacity of a wide range of aluminum containing substrates, we investigated the 

molecular interactions of a set of adsorbates with the aluminum metal surface in addition 

to both aluminum and hydroxyl terminations of the α-alumina surface. 

The adsorption capacity of these three aluminum containing surfaces was examined 

utilizing a test set of adsorbates relevant to both industry and potential future use in 

HECs.  This test set included a complete survey of pyridine, diazine, triazine, and 

tetrazine molecules (Figure 4.1).  These adsorbates were chosen to describe both common 

industrial agents and the binding behavior of adsorbates containing multiple aromatic 

nitrogen groups, as nitrogen-rich compounds have been targeted for the future 

development of “green” explosives, which may be more friendly to the environment than 

traditional HECs.195-197  This test set was also chosen for the modest size of the 

adsorbates, which allows for the easy computational analysis of the electronic binding 

energies of molecular adsorption onto an aluminum containing surface through the use of 

a periodic slab model.   
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Figure 4.1.  A suite of ten possible adsorbates that were chosen to describe the 

interaction of industrial products and nitrogen-rich aromatic compounds with aluminum 

containing surfaces.  The test set includes one pyridine, three diazine, three triazine, and 

three tetrazine molecules.  These adsorbates represent all possible arrangements of cyclic 

amines in the aromatic ring in order to examine binding motifs that may play a role in the 

adsorption behavior of HECs. 

 

4.2. Computational Methodology 

To accurately describe the interactions of this family of adsorbates with aluminum 

containing surfaces, both an aluminum metal and α-alumina slab were constructed in a 

periodic lattice using the Vienne ab intio Simulation Package (VASP).198-200  This 

procedure involved the optimization of a computational protocol for a single unit cell of 
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each material in the bulk phase.  This optimized protocol was then used to construct a 

periodic slab model, which includes a large vacuum space separating the repeating slabs 

to allow for the analysis of an adsorbate molecule bound to the surface of the slab. 

 

4.2.1. The Aluminum (001) Surface 

Calculations for the aluminum metal surface were performed using plane-wave 

density functional theory (PW-DFT) as implemented in VASP with the Perdew-Burke-

Ernzehof (PBE) functional, which is based on the Generalized Gradient Approximation 

(GGA).201  Treatment of all atom types were accomplished through the use of ultrasoft 

pseuodpotentials of the projected augmented wave (PAW) type.41,202-204  Convergence 

tests were performed on the aluminum metal face-centered cubic (FCC) unit cell, which 

informed the choice of a 450 eV cutoff energy and the use of a 6x6x1 kpoint lattice with 

an optimized unit cell length of 4.03 Å. 

These parameters were used to optimize a model of the aluminum metal (001) 

surface by constructing an aluminum slab.  Multiple slab thicknesses were tested and a 

surface six aluminum layers deep was determined to offer the best compromise between 

accuracy and computational expense.  During optimizations of the surface, the bottom 

three layers of the slab were fixed at their bulk geometries in order to allow for an 

accurate representation of surface interactions with the bulk phase.  A surface of 3x3 unit 

cells was utilized to minimize the interactions between periodic reflections of the large 

adsorbate molecules, and the use of a ~20 Å vacuum space insured that the adsorbed 

molecules interacted with a single aluminum metal surface.  Additional calculations were 
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performed to insure that the computational parameters optimized for the bulk phase 

produced reasonable and consistent results when applied to both the bare surface and 

bound adsorbate containing systems. 

 

4.2.2. Alumina Surfaces 

The α-alumina system was also examined using PW-DFT with the PBE density 

functional and ultrasoft PAW pseudopotentials.  In addition, this system was 

characterized using spin polarization, as accounting for unpaired spin has been known to 

improve the description of binding to the alumina surface.205  Convergence tests were 

performed using the primitive α-alumina rhombohedral unit cell in the bulk phase and 

this indexing of the alumina unit cell will be used throughout this work.  Calculations on 

this system showed a convergence of energies with the choice of a 500 eV energy cutoff 

and a 2x2x1 kpoint lattice.  In addition, the unit cell lengths were optimized at a=4.810 Å 

and c=13.218 Å, which are slightly larger than experimentally observed distances, but 

were found to be in good agreement with previous theoretical work.206-209 

An alumina slab was constructed using the experimentally relevant (0001) surface, 

which contains an offset Al-O-Al-Al-O-Al stacking motif that repeats after six O-layers.  

However, previous studies have shown that adsorption behavior can be best modeled 

using an alumina slab six O-layers deep with no fixing of any atomic positions, as 

fixation of these positions introduces asynchronous behavior in the slab and produces 

errors in calculated electronic binding energies.210-212  This alumina slab was expanded to 

a 2x2 surface with a vacuum space of ~20 Å to allow for the inclusion of our test set of 
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adsorbate molecules, which demonstrated no interactions with the periodic surface 

boundary or periodic adsorbate molecules for this super-cell.  The use of these 

computational parameters for an alumina surface was confirmed to accurately describe 

surfaces terminated by either a single aluminum atom or hydroxyl groups.  

 

4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Aluminum Metal Surface 

Optimizations were performed for the bare aluminum surface, allowing for a 

characterization of the metal surface when exposed to vacuum.  Specifically the 

outermost layer of aluminum atoms experienced a displacement of 0.05 Å into the 

vacuum space while all other atoms remained close to their bulk phase positions, though 

no displacements were observed in the X and Y directions for any layer.  When examined 

for possible adsorption sites, the (001) aluminum surface provides only a single class of 

surface aluminum atoms, which is characterized by four neighboring aluminum atoms 

and four small adjacent vacancies (Figure 4.2), allowing for a degree of flexibility in the 

orientation of bound adsorbates. 

 

Figure 4.2.  The structure of the (001) aluminum surface of a 3x3 super-cell containing 

eighteen available aluminum atoms and eighteen small vacancies. 
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The binding of adsorbates at the aluminum surface was first probed using a pyrdine 

molecule, and two main modes of adsorption were identified, includinng a possible side-

on coordination and the formation of an Al-N bond to the pyridine nitrogen group.  The 

side-on adsorption takes place through association of the pyridine π-complex with the 

aluminum surface, where the pyridine ring is centered over the aluminum atom and the 

plane of the aromatic ring is rotated such that the nitrogen group rests directly above a 

neighboring surface aluminum atom.  However, the pyridine molecule remains only 

loosely coordinated to the metal surface with a distance of ~4 Å between the aluminum 

surface and the plane of the pyridine aromatic ring, and a low favorable electronic 

binding energy of 1.3 kcal/mol was observed with this weak binding unlikely to 

overcome destabilizing entropic effects.  As a consequence, coordination to the 

aluminum surface through these π-interactions is unlikely to occur. 

The alternative method for the binding of pyridine to the aluminum surface is 

predicted to involve the formation of a σ-bond between the cyclic amine and a surface 

aluminum atom (Figure 4.3).  This adsorption process includes the generation an Al-N 

bond at an angle perpendicular to the aluminum surface and with a bond distance of 2.11 

Å.  The plane of the pyridine molecule is rotated such that it lays diagonal across the face 

of the unit cell, placing both ortho-methine groups proximal to the neighboring aluminum 

atoms, which results in Al-H distances of ~2.9 Å, indicating a possible weak coordination 

to the electron rich metal surface.  Additionally, the bound aluminum atom was observed 

at a distance 0.50 Å above the surface of the slab, indicating the possible build up of 

positive charge on the bound aluminum center, which may allow for the formation of the 
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Al-N bond.  This combination of the generation of a stable covalent bond and the 

energetic cost of isolating an aluminum atom from the metal surface results in a favorable 

electronic binding energy of 12.1 kcal/mol, illustrating the preference of pyridine to 

coordinate to the aluminum surface through the formation of a covalent bond as 

compared to binding exclusively through the use of weak dispersive π-interactions.  

 

 

Figure 4.3. Geometry of a pyridine molecule bound to the surface of the aluminum metal 

slab through the formation of an Al-N bond from a side-on (a) and a top-on view (b).  

Aluminum atoms are shown in pink, nitrogen in blue, carbon in teal, and hydrogen is 

depicted in white. 

  

The full set of test adsorbate molecules was examined for both possible binding 

motifs.  When the formation of the side-on complex was investigated, all members of the 

test set demonstrated adsorbate distances of ~4 Å above the alumina surface with weak 

favorable electronic binding energies between 1 and 1.4 kcal/mol.  This small variability 
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in energies was largely due to the rotation of the adsorbate molecule relative to the 

surface aluminum center in order to maximize interactions between cyclic amine groups 

and the neighboring aluminum atoms.  These consistently weak binding energies to the 

metal surface help indicate the minor role that dispersive interactions likely play in the 

association of aromatic adsorbates with the aluminum metal surface.  

In comparison, the multiple nitrogen groups found on the aromatic rings of the 

adsorbate test set allows for the formation of unique arrangements of covalent bonds to 

the metal surface, though in all cases the Al-N bond was found to form perpendicular to 

the aluminum surface with the bound aluminum atom displaced ~0.5 Å above the surface 

aluminum layer.  However, slight rotations of the plane of the aromatic ring were 

observed, with the plane of adsorbate molecules possessing two ortho-methine groups 

laying parallel to the plane of the neighboring aluminum atoms while the remaining 

adsorbates were oriented in line with the vacant sites of the aluminum metal surface, 

though the Al-H distances in all cases were large enough that their impact on the 

electronic binding energies is expected to be minimal. 

The lowest energy bound complex for the test set of adsorbates is predicted to form 

through the generation of an Al-N bond with a distance between 1.97-2.16 Å and a 

binding energy in the range of 7.6-16.4 kcal/mol (Table 4.1).  By analyzing this data we 

find a trend in the impact of nitrogen substitution on the aromatic ring; specifically, 

examination of the diazine adsorbates demonstrates a destabilizing influence of nitrogen 

substitution at the meta- and para- positions, likely due to the additional electron 

withdrawing character of these nitrogen groups.  However, analysis of the triazine and 
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tetrazine electronic binding energies indicates that this destabilization only occurs in the 

absence of ortho-amine substituents, indicating a change in binding behavior upon the 

inclusion of nitrogen groups at the ortho-position. 

 

Table 4.1 Electronic binding energies and Al-N distances for ten possible nitrogen 

containing aromatic adsorbates on an aluminum metal surface bound through the 

formation of a covalent Al-N bond.  For adsorbates containing more than one unique 

cyclic-amine group, the nitrogen atom bound to the surface is highlighted in red. 

Adsorbate Binding Energies Al-N Distances 
Pyridine -12.6 kcal/mol 2.11 Å 

Pyridazine -12.8 kcal/mol 2.08 Å 
Pyrimidine -9.5 kcal/mol 2.11 Å 
Pyrazine -9.7 kcal/mol 2.16 Å 

1,2,3-Triazine -9.8 kcal/mol 2.05 Å 
1,2,3-Triazine -12.4 kcal/mol 2.00 Å 
1,2,4-Triazine -13.3 kcal/mol 2.02 Å 
1,2,4-Triazine -12.2 kcal/mol 2.04 Å 
1,2,4-Triazine -8.1 kcal/mol 2.07 Å 
1,3,5-Triazine -7.6 kcal/mol 2.15 Å 

1,2,3,4-Tetrazine -12.7 kcal/mol 2.01 Å 
1,2,3,4-Tetrazine -12.9 kcal/mol 2.00 Å 
1,2,3,5-Tetrazine -11.0 kcal/mol 2.04 Å 
1,2,3,5-Tetrazine -16.4 kcal/mol 1.97 Å 
1,2,3,5-Tetrazine -11.6 kcal/mol 2.03 Å 
1,2,4,5-Tetrazine -15.4 kcal/mol 2.00 Å 

 

In comparison to nitrogen substitution at the meta- and para- positions, the electronic 

binding energies of adsorbates with ortho-amine groups indicate a stabilization of the Al-

N bond upon nitrogen substitution.  The covalent bond is likely stabilized through π-

backdonation from the electron rich metal surface to the electron poor aromatic ring, with 

the inclusion of nitrogen groups at the ortho-position lowering the LUMO of the aromatic 
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ring such that electron density can be accepted from the metal surface.  This π-

backdonation results in shorter Al-N distances for adsorbates with increasing numbers of 

nitrogen substituents, indicating an increased occupation of the Al-N π-orbitals.  This 

stabilizing influence of electron-withdrawing character for this binding motif is further 

supported by the favorable binding energies for aromatic groups with increasing nitrogen 

substitution once an ortho-amine group enables electron donation from the metal surface. 

In summary, binding of aromatic groups containing cyclic amines on an aluminum 

metal surface is predicted to occur through the formation of an Al-N bond.  If two 

methine groups are located in the ortho-positions relative to the bound amine, the 

addition of electron withdrawing character is predicted to destabilize σ-donation to the 

metal surface, decreasing the electronic binding energy.  However, if at least one ortho-

position contains a nitrogen group, the addition of electron withdrawing groups to the 

aromatic ring appears to strengthen binding to the metal surface.  Furthermore, for 

nitrogen-rich adsorbates, we predict surface binding to occur at cyclic amine groups that 

contains at least one nitrogen substituent in the ortho-position. 

 

4.3.2. Alumina Surfaces 

4.3.2.1. Aluminum-Terminated (0001) α-Alumina Surface 

The (0001) α-alumina slab was optimized for a surface terminated by a single 

aluminum atom and was compared to previous theoretical and experimental results for 

validation.  The outer layer of the slab was found to contract from a distance of 0.85 Å 

between the Al and O layers found in the bulk phase to an optimized distance of 0.10 Å, 
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which is consistent with other PW-DFT results and is attributed to the highly ionic nature 

of the Al3+ and O2- components.213-215  Progressively smaller contractions of the Al-O 

distances were observed for deeper layers until the bulk positions were reproduced for the 

center layers of the alumina slab, with only minor migrations of the aluminum and 

oxygen atoms in the X and Y directions. 

Once the alumina slab was optimized, possible adsorption sites were selected from 

the available atoms on the surface (Figure 4.4).  This α-alumina (0001) surface presents 

one highly available aluminum center, three equivalent oxygen atoms near the surface, 

and one partially buried aluminum atom.  The adsorption behavior of the aromatic groups 

on the aluminum metal surface dissuades the possibility of π-interactions with the 

alumina surface and the formation of hydrogen bonds to the available oxygen groups is 

unlikely to significantly bind adsorbates to the surface.  This indicates that the formation 

of an Al-N bond to the available surface aluminum atom will provide the most favorable 

electronic binding energies between nitrogen-containing aromatic groups and the “dry” 

alumina surface. 

 

Figure 4.4.  Aluminum-terminated (0001) α-alumina surface with the available 

aluminum binding site highlighted.  Aluminum atoms are shown in pink while oxygen is 

depicted in red. 
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A pyridine molecule was used to probe the possible adsorbate binding positions and 

found to undergo optimal coordination to the surface through the formation of a single 

Al-N bond perpendicular to the surface of the alumina slab in a fashion similar to that 

found for the binding of pyridine to the aluminum metal surface (Figure 4.5).  However, 

the plane of the pyridine molecule was predicted to lay slightly out of the plane of the 

neighboring oxygen atoms, minimizing any opportunities to form hydrogen bonds to the 

surface.  Instead, the formation of a strong σ-bond to the aluminum center was observed 

with an Al-N distance of 2.00 Å, a binding energy of 36.7 kcal/mol and a displacement of 

the bound aluminum atom by 0.48 Å away from the alumina surface, which has been 

previously proposed to demonstrate electron donation from bound adsorbate molecules to 

the electron poor aluminum center.51 

 

    

Figure 4.5.  Adsorption of the pyridine molecule to an aluminum atom of the α-alumina 

(0001) surface from a top-on (a) and a side-on view (b).    
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These binding energies and aluminum migration distances can be compared to those 

calculated in previous theoretical studies for H2O,216 CO,212 and H3COH217 for low 

adsorbate loadings (Table 4.2).  A correlation between the aluminum position and the 

electronic binding energy of the adsorbate can be drawn, with the formation of a strong 

bond to the alumina surface correlated to a large migration of the aluminum center away 

from the unbound position.  This trend indicates a preference for alumina surfaces to bind 

adsorbates with large electron donating character.  It is also important to note that the 

binding of pyridine to the “dry” alumina surface is predicted to be preferred over the 

coordination of water and methanol by more than 8 kcal/mol, and as such we predict 

significant coordination of pyridine in the gas phase to alumina surfaces, though the 

inclusion of vibrational terms needs to be considered in order to obtain a quantitative 

assessment of pyridine adsorption to the alumina surface.  

Table 4.2.  Theoretically calculated binding energies and positions of bound aluminum 

atoms on the aluminum-terminated (0001) α-alumina surface for a possible set of bound 

adsorbates. 

Adsorbate Binding Energy 
(kcal/mol)  

Aluminum 
Displacement 

Carbon Monoxide212 -10.4  0.30 Å 
Water216 -26.2  0.37 Å 

Methanol217 -28.4  0.38 Å 
Pyridine -36.7  0.48 Å 

The full suite of adsorbates was tested, and found to bind to the alumina surface via 

the formation of a covalent bond with Al-N distances between 1.98-2.03 Å and an 

identical orientation of the aromatic ring as was found for the pyridine case, resulting in 

the lack of hydrogen bonding to the surface.  However, a 16 kcal/mol variation in binding 
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energies within the adsorbate test set was predicted, with a rough correlation to the 

displacement of the bound aluminum atom away from the alumina surface (Table 4.3).  

The introduction of nitrogen groups into the aromatic ring results in a reduction of both 

the electronic binding energy and the displacement of the bound aluminum atom away 

from the alumina surface, with the greatest reduction of binding capacity provided by the 

introduction of nitrogen groups at the ortho-position.  These trends indicate that binding 

to the electron poor alumina surface may be destabilized by π-backbonding to the 

aromatic adsorbate. 

 
Table 4.3. Calculated binding energies and displacement distances for the bound 

aluminum atom on the aluminum-terminated (0001) α-alumina surface for a test set of 

nitrogen containing aromatic adsorbates.  For adsorbates possessing more than one 

unique cyclic-amine group, the position of the nitrogen atom bound to the surface is 

highlighted in red. 

Adsorbate Binding Energies Al Displacement 
Pyridine -36.7 kcal/mol 0.48 Å 

Pyridazine -30.0 kcal/mol 0.46 Å 
Pyrimidine -31.9 kcal/mol 0.46 Å 
Pyrazine -33.8 kcal/mol 0.46 Å 

1,2,3-Triazine -31.0 kcal/mol 0.41 Å 
1,2,3-Triazine -24.1 kcal/mol 0.40 Å 
1,2,4-Triazine -29.4 kcal/mol 0.43 Å 
1,2,4-Triazine -29.2 kcal/mol 0.44 Å 
1,2,4-Triazine -31.0 kcal/mol 0.41 Å 
1,3,5-Triazine -31.6 kcal/mol 0.43 Å 

1,2,3,4-Tetrazine -27.6 kcal/mol 0.39 Å 
1,2,3,4-Tetrazine -20.8 kcal/mol 0.39 Å 
1,2,3,5-Tetrazine -28.3 kcal/mol 0.40 Å 
1,2,3,5-Tetrazine -21.2 kcal/mol 0.39 Å 
1,2,3,5-Tetrazine -26.9 kcal/mol 0.40 Å 
1,2,4,5-Tetrazine -26.0 kcal/mol 0.42 Å 
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This data indicates that nitrogen containing aromatic groups can preferentially 

bind to the “dry” alumina surface as compared to other atmospheric components such as 

water and carbon monoxide.  However, the inclusion of additional nitrogen groups to the 

aromatic ring substantially reduces the binding energy of the adsorbate to the point where 

water and methanol may displace the aromatic groups from the surface, due to the 

additional electron withdrawing character.  The presence of ortho-nitrogen groups results 

in the largest lowering of electronic binding energies and as a result, the adsorption of 

any nitrogen-rich aromatic group is predicted to occur at a nitrogen group with no ortho-

amine substituents. 

 

4.3.2.2. Hydroxyl-Terminated (0001) α-Alumina Surface 

A hydroxyl-terminated surface was constructed by replacing the four surface 

aluminum atoms of the aluminum-terminated (0001) α-alumina slab with twelve 

hydrogen atoms.  Six hydroxylated surfaces were constructed using random starting 

positions for the hydrogen atoms, which were then optimized and the lowest energy 

surface was selected (Figure 4.6).  All surveyed conformations possessed four hydrogen 

atoms laying in the plane of the alumina surface and eight hydroxyl groups pointing 

towards the vacuum space, in agreement with previous theoretical and experimental 

findings.192,193,218 

The central axial hydroxyl group on the alumina slab was selected for direct 

hydrogen bonding to the aromatic amine group present in our adsorbate test set.  Six 

hydroxyl groups neighbor this central substituent, where three of the neighboring 
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hydrogen atoms lay in the plane of the alumina surface and three hydroxyl groups point 

towards the vacuum space.  These surrounding hydroxyl groups are arranged in such a 

fashion that the planar aromatic adsorbates can interact with two neighboring hydroxyl 

groups at a time.  This variety of neighboring hydroxyl substituents allows for the direct 

interaction of the adsorbate with two axial groups, two equatorial groups, or one axial and 

one equatorial group, enabling multiple types of interactions between the bound 

adsorbate and the surrounding alumina surface. 

 

Figure 4.6.  Lowest energy conformation of the hydroxyl-terminated (0001) α-alumina 

surface. 

 

A pyridine molecule was utilized to probe the most favorable binding interactions 

between the adsorbate and the hydroxylated surface, allowing for the identification of a 

stable bound species (Figure 4.7).  The most energetically favorable conformation for 

pyrdine adsorption to the hydroxylated surface was predicted to occur via the formation 

of a hydrogen bond to central hydroxyl group with a N-H distance of 1.93 Å and the 

rotation of the aromatic ring such that it lays in the plane of the two neighboring 
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equatorial hydroxyl groups.  This positioning of the pyridine molecule results in a weak 

coordination of the ortho-methine groups to the surface oxygen atoms with O-H distances 

of 2.4 and 3.9 Å.  This hydrogen bond mediated coordination results in a calculated 

electronic binding energy of 9.0 kcal/mol, indicating weak overall coordination of the 

aromatic group to the “wet” alumina surface. 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Lowest energy conformer for pyridine bound to the hydroxyl-terminated 

(0001) α-alumina surface from a top-on (a) and a side-on view (b). 

 

A full survey of the adsorbate test set was undertaken, and three main configurations 

were observed for the binding of the aromatic group to the hydroxyl terminated alumina 

surface with a dependence upon the nature of the adsorbate ortho-positions.  Adsorbates 

with two ortho-methine groups adopted conformations consistent with pyridine binding 

to the alumina surface.  These species possessed N-H bond distance between 1.91-1.95 Å 

with adsorption energies between 5.7-9.0 kcal/mol (Table 4.4).  The trends in these 

binding energies appear to be controlled by the proton affinities of the coordinating 
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nitrogen groups, indicating that the electronic binding energies for this class of adsorbates 

is dominated by the formation of a single hydrogen bond to the hydroxyl surface.  This 

trend is confirmed by the electron rich pyridine adsorbate undergoing the tightest binding 

to the hydroxyl-terminated surface, while the electron poor 1,2,3,5-tetrazine experiences 

relatively weak surface coordination. 

 

Table 4.4.  Binding energies and hydrogen bond lengths for the coordination of 

adsorbates with two ortho-methine groups to the hydroxyl-terminated alumina surface. 

For adsorbates containing more than one unique cyclic-amine group, the nitrogen atom 

bound to the surface is highlighted in red. 

Adsorbate Binding Energies N-H Distances 
Pyridine -9.0 kcal/mol 1.93 Å 

Pyrimidine -7.5 kcal/mol 1.94 Å 
Pyrazine -7.6 kcal/mol 1.91 Å 

1,2,4-Triazine -6.4 kcal/mol 1.92 Å 
1,3,5-Triazine -6.9 kcal/mol 1.95 Å 

1,2,3,5-Tetrazine -5.7 kcal/mol 1.93 Å 
 

The second main class of adsorbate binding to the hydroxylated surface involves 

aromatic compounds containing two ortho-nitrogen groups.  For this case, the plane of 

the adsorbate is found to orientate towards two axial hydroxyl groups (Figure 4.8).  These 

complexes form the longest set of hydrogen bonds to the surface, with N-H distances 

between 2.01-2.05 Å and weak electronic binding energies between 6.0 and 7.8 kcal/mol 

(Table 4.5).  These long hydrogen bond lengths likely stem from the electronic 

withdrawing character of the nitrogen groups and a slight tilting of the aromatic ring that 

allows for the formation of a weak secondary hydrogen bond with N-H distances between 
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2.3-2.4 Å, which may offer minor stabilization effects.  However, the energetic 

stabilization of this additional hydrogen bond is eclipsed by the large electron 

withdrawing character of the ortho-nitrogen groups and results in the weak electronic 

binding energy for this sub-class of adsorbates to the hydroxylated surface. 

 

Figure 4.8. Lowest energy conformer for 1,2,3-triazine bound to the hydroxyl-terminated 

(0001) α-alumina surface through the 2-nitrogen group from a top-on (a) and side-on 

view (b). 

 

Table 4.5. Binding energies and hydrogen bond lengths for the coordination of 

adsorbates with two ortho-amine groups to the hydroxyl-terminated alumina surface.  For 

adsorbates containing more than one unique cyclic-amine group, the nitrogen atom bound 

to the surface is highlighted in red. 

Adsorbate Binding Energies N-H Distances 
1,2,3-Triazine -7.8 kcal/mol 2.02 Å 

1,2,3,4-Tetrazine -6.4 kcal/mol 2.05 Å 
1,2,3,5-Tetrazine -6.0 kcal/mol 2.01 Å 
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The final class of adsorbates includes species with both nitrogen and methine groups 

in the ortho-position.  These species bind to the hydroxyl-terminated surface such that the 

ortho-amine substituent points towards the nearest neighboring axial hydroxyl group and 

the ortho-methine group is placed in line with an open site created by a neighboring 

equatorial hydrogen atom (Figure 4.9).  For this class of adsorbates, the bound nitrogen 

atom is predicted to form a hydrogen bond to the surface hydroxyl group with moderate 

N-H distances between 1.94-2.00 Å and electronic binding energies between 6.5 and 10.4 

kcal/mol (Table 4.5).  It should be noted that for this case, the length of the hydrogen 

bond is not directly related to the electronic binding energy, which may due to an 

energetic stabilization for complexes where the bound nitrogen group plays the role of a 

terminal substituent in a chain of adjacent nitrogen atoms.  This stabilization helps offset 

the decreased hydrogen bonding capacity involved with the addition of nitrogen groups to 

the aromatic ring, resulting in 1,2,3-triazine possessing the most favorable binding 

energy, as it best balances cooperative nitrogen stabilization of the hydrogen bond and 

the electron withdrawing character of additional aromatic amine groups. 
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Figure 4.9.  (Previous Page) The lowest energy conformer of 1,2,3-triazine bound to the 

hydroxyl-terminated (0001) α-alumina surface through the 1-nitrogen group from a top-

on (a) and a side-on view (b). 

 

Table 4.6.  Electronic binding energies and hydrogen bond lengths for the coordination 

of adsorbates possessing both amine and methine groups at ortho-positions to the 

hydroxyl-terminated alumina surface.  For adsorbates containing more than one unique 

cyclic-amine group, the nitrogen atom bound to the surface is highlighted in red. 

Adsorbate Binding Energies N-H Distances 
Pyridazine -9.9 kcal/mol 1.96 Å 

1,2,3-Triazine -10.4 kcal/mol 1.98 Å 
1,2,4-Triazine -8.2 kcal/mol 1.96 Å 
1,2,4-Triazine -8.0 kcal/mol 1.97 Å 

1,2,3,4-Tetrazine -8.4 kcal/mol 1.98 Å 
1,2,3,5-Tetrazine -7.6 kcal/mol 2.00 Å 
1,2,4,5-Tetrazine -6.5 kcal/mol 1.96 Å 

 

By comparing the binding energies of these three classes of adsorbates, we can 

assess the overall trends in the binding of nitrogen-rich aromatic groups to the “wet” 

alumina surface.  Most important of which is that the dominant interaction with the 

surface proceeds through the formation of a single N-H hydrogen bond, with the 

orientation of the aromatic plane determined by the identity of the ortho-substituents.  

The strength of this hydrogen bond was found to be weakened by the addition of electron 

withdrawing nitrogen groups.  However, improved coordination to the alumina surface 

was observed when the hydrogen bonding occurred at the terminal nitrogen-group of a 

chain of adjacent cyclic amines, indicating that this arrangement of nitrogen substituents 
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allows for a rearrangement of electron density that helps stabilize the formation of 

hydrogen bonds.  However, certain binding conformations do allow for the formation of 

weak secondary hydrogen bonds and, due to the lack of covalent bonds involved in 

adsorbate binding to this surface, the use of molecular modeling techniques may provide 

insight into the complete range and strength of hydrogen bonding motifs allowed between 

the hydroxyl-terminated surface and these nitrogen-rich aromatic adsorbates in addition 

to lending insight about the impact of entropic terms on surface binding. 

 

4.4. Conclusions 

Comparison of the electronic binding energies for the adsorption of the molecules in 

our test set to the three surfaces examined here provides insight into the binding 

mechanisms of nitrogen-rich aromatic groups to aluminum containing surfaces (Table 

4.7).  For all of these surfaces the primary coordination of the adsorbate takes place 

through electron donation from an aromatic amine to an available electropositive group 

on the aluminum containing surface.  For the aluminum metal and the “dry” α-alumina 

surface, this involves the formation of an Al-N σ-bond, which is weakened upon the 

inclusion of electron withdrawing aromatic amine substituents to the adsorbate.  

Additional coordination to the surface is provided by the inclusion of nitrogen groups at 

the ortho-position, which enables π-backbonding from the aluminum atom into the 

aromatic ring.  For electron rich surfaces, this strengthens the coordination of electron 

poor aromatic rings to the aluminum atom found at the binding site, while for electron 

poor surfaces, the presence of ortho-nitrogen groups results in weak binding energies.  In 
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natural systems, this indicates that nitrogen-rich adsorbates may undergo weaker surface 

binding, due to the dominance of electron poor alumina surfaces. 

 

Table 4.7.  Adsorption energies for all ten studied adsorbates onto the three possible 

aluminum containing surfaces.  For adsorbates possessing more than one unique cyclic-

amine group, the nitrogen atom bound to the surface is highlighted in red. 

Adsorbate Aluminum Alumina OH 
Pyridine -12.6 -36.7 -9.0 

Pyridazine -12.8 -30.0 -9.9 
Pyrimidine -9.5 -31.9 -7.5 
Pyrazine -9.7 -33.8 -7.6 

1,2,3-Triazine -9.8 -31.0 -10.4 
1,2,3-Triazine -12.4 -24.1 -7.8 
1,2,4-Triazine -13.3 -29.4 -8.2 
1,2,4-Triazine -12.2 -29.2 -8.0 
1,2,4-Triazine -8.1 -31.0 -6.4 
1,3,5-Triazine -7.6 -31.6 -6.9 

1,2,3,4-Tetrazine -12.7 -27.6 -8.4 
1,2,3,4-Tetrazine -12.9 -20.8 -6.4 
1,2,3,5-Tetrazine -11.0 -28.3 -7.6 
1,2,3,5-Tetrazine -16.4 -21.2 -6.0 
1,2,3,5-Tetrazine -11.6 -26.9 -5.7 
1,2,4,5-Tetrazine -15.4 -26.0 -6.5 

 

However, slightly different trends are observed for the hydroxyl-terminated surface, 

which contains no surface aluminum atoms that can bind adsorbates.  For this case, the 

nitrogen group undergoes hydrogen bonding to the surface hydroxyl groups, with the 

hydrogen-bond being weakened by the presence of electron-withdrawing substituents on 

the aromatic ring, though mild stabilization of this hydrogen bond is observed for 

adsorbates where surface binding takes place through the terminal group of a chain of 

adjacent nitrogen atoms, possibly through the stabilization of partial charges on the 
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aromatic ring.  Though a complete molecular mechanics study of the interaction of 

adsorbates with multiple surface configurations would be recommended to exclude the 

possibility of weak secondary hydrogen bonds to the alumina surface producing an 

energetic favoring of this class of binding sites. 

This work helps demonstrate the importance of knowing the nature of both the 

adsorbate and adsorption surface in order to enable the prediction of electronic binding 

energies for nitrogen-rich HECs.  An electron rich surface prefers adsorbates that allow 

π-backbonding, while electron poor surfaces select against adsorbates with any form of 

electron withdrawing groups, and “wet” α-alumina surfaces prefer binding of adsorbates 

that can form strong hydrogen bonds.  Though for all cases the identity of the ortho-

groups plays the most significant role in determining the mode of coordination.  

However, this work shows that strong surface-binding is only predicted to occur for the 

coordination of molecules that contain no ortho-amine substituents onto a “dry” α-

alumina surface. 
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